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introduction

the land few words evoke so many images or stir us so deeply
for we both possess the land and are possessed by it
complicating this relationship are our changing perceptions of
it the myths and realities

much of utahs history is the story of the relationship of

humans and the land human perceptions of utahs land have changed

over time and affected the way it has been used the homestead

movement was an important phase in the use of utahs land through

federal settlement acts many utahnsutahna obtained title to public land

this study is an attempt to learn more about the relationship

between women and the land and about the lives of women in utah

the study is based on utah land records from 1869 1934

most homesteading activity in utah cooktookdooklook place during this period

federal land laws were extended to utah in 1869 in 1934 the

nature of the federal land system was altered emphasis shifted

from providing land to citizens for farming and livestock raising

to direct government supervision of public lands making home

steading more difficult

in spite of the significant role played by women in the

settlement of utah their history has often been neglected

historical studies of women in utah have usually focused on female

in this issue utah historical quarterly 49 winter
19813

1

quarte
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leaders political movements such as suffrage or women involved in

plural marriages utah land records provide a rich source for

looking into the lives of women who otherwise would go unnoticed

A significant number of women in utah homesteadedhomesteadhomesteader by looking at

the women whose names appear in the land records important

information is added to the historical picture of women in utah

ed
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ppap 97 98

CHAPTER ONE

VIEWS OF LAND IN EARLY UTAH MORMON RECORDS

quoting the statement that landscape is history made

visible charles S peterson identifies three utah agricultural

landscapes the first landscape is the mormon village landscape

that

was introduced with the arrival of the first latter day saints
and was a projection of the needs and values of the mormon
people as they played upon and influenced the environment of
the great basin

superimposed on the village landscape was the homestead landscape

which reflected national influences rather than church influence

in turn the homestead landscape was succeeded by the dry farm

landscape the dry farm landscape indicates an even greater

response to federal influence than does the homestead landscape

each of these landscapes represents social political and economic

developments in utahs history and today in certain areas of the
2

state parts of each landscape remain identifiable

if the successive landscapes described by peterson are

seen as a physical record of developments in utah then views of

charlescharies S peterson imprint of agricultural systems on
the utah landscape the mormon role in the settlement of the west
richard H jackson ed provo utah brigham young university
press 1978 p 91

2ibid21bidbibid

3
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4

land which affect the way land is settled and used can be seen as

the blueprint for these landscapes A brief survey of mormon

concepts of land reveals that theological beliefs blended with the

practical experiences of settlement the influence of the federal

government and a sense of individualism this led to the

development of the different agricultural landscapes in utah

theological beliefs largely determined how utah was

settled and today in many areas of the state a mormon landscape
3

is identifiable the plat of the city of zion was generally

followed in establishing most mormon communities the mormon

village was laid out with wide streets intersecting at right

angles farmers lived in town and traveled daily to outlying

farmlands not all villages were agricultural mining and

manufacturing villages were also founded and usually contained

smaller lot sizes whether for mining or agricultural purposes

all villages were intended to be self sufficient uniform town

karlkari B raitz theology on the landscape A comparison
of mormon and amish mennonite land use utah historical quarterly
41 winter 197323 34 donald W meinig the mormon culture
eglon strategies and patterns in the geography of the american

west 1847 1964 annals of the association of american geographers
55 june 19651912201965191 richard220 V francaviglia the mormon
landscape existence creation and perception of a unique image
in the american west new york AMS press inc 1978 richard H

jackson comp images of the west elements of the mormon
landscape provo utah brigham young university geography
department 1976 discussion of the mormon village and land
practices can be found in feramorz Y fox the mormon land system
A study of the settlement and utilization of land under the
direction of the mormon church phd dissertation northwestern
university 1932 lowry nelson the mormon village A pattern and
technique of land settlement salt lake city university of utah
press 1952 richard H jackson and robert L layton the mormon
village analysis of a settlement type the professional
geographer 28 may 1976136 141

to

me nig
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lots were distributed among settlers and were large enough for
4growing fruit vegetables and livestock

settlement in villages allowed the saints to maintain

ecclesiastical organizations provided protection from thieves

land jumpers and indians and facilitated cooperation in financial

and secular matters in 1882 john taylor continued to advise

mormons to settle in villages as has been our custom from

the time of our earliest settlement in these mountain valleys and

claimed that spreading out on individual farms was danger

ous inconvenient and expensive

additional attitudes that affected mormon land use were

the belief that as the children of god they had a stewardship over

the earth and that the earth would be regenerated into a paradisi

acal glory the earth was seen as the lord but each person had

rights to it the church as the lord representative took over

the distribution of land to church members though individuals

held property it was considered to be consecrated to god for the

purpose of building the kingdom of god on earth

4
iron county centennial committee iron county centennial

1851 1951 cedar city utah iron county centennial committee no
date of publication given p 19 states that cedar city was laid
out with longer blocks and shorter lots because it was intended to
be a manufacturing community leonard D arrington provides an
excellent summary of the mormon village in great basin kingdomkindom an
economic history of the latter day saints 1830 1900 lincoln and
london nebraska university of nebraska press 1966 p 24

As cited in dean L may the making of saints the
mormon town as a setting for the study of cultural change utah
historical quarterly 45 winter 197777

arrington great basin kingdom p 25

5

lords
lords

6
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after receiving a stewardship over property and after

villages were settled mormons were to develop local resources in

an orderly manner by doing so the saints saw themselves as

participating in the earths renewal man was gods partner in the

regeneration of the earth they saw themselves as chosen by god

and thus they were called to the practical work of making the earth

abound with plants and animals their purpose was to make the

earth suitable as a dwelling place for god and his son

the idea of bringing about spiritual ends through prac

tical efforts such as farming and building homes is seen in the

minutes of the parowancarowan school of the prophets branches of the

school of the prophets were established throughout the territory in

an effort by church leaders to counter the increasing influence of

the national government and other forces outside mormondom the
Q

schools operated from 1868 until 1872 since one of the of the

major functions of the school was to educate members on methods of

applying for land patents views of land held by members were

9
recorded in the minutes minutes of the parowancarowan school of the

prophets reveal that beliefs such as stewardship over the earth

7ibidbibid
Q

john R patrick the school of the prophets its
development and influence in utah territory MA thesis brigham
young university 1970 p 2 and lawrence B lee homesteadingHome

in
steading

zion utah historical quarterly 28 winter 196030 lee cites
journal history of the church march 20 1869 april 24 1869

may 8 1869 on film at brigham young university provo utah and
millenialmillennialMil starlenial 31 wednesday september 29 1869647 as evidence
for this point

9
lee homesteadingHome insteading zion p 30

7

18
8

glee
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partnership with god and cooperation in preparing the earth to

receive its paradisiacal glory were adapted to the practical

experience of settlement and individual needs

discussion in the parowancarowan school often touched on the idea

that the members were partners with god in settling the area like

the saints who entered the salt lake valley the settlers of the

parowancarowan area did not buy the land nor did they sign a treaty for

settlement privileges under such circumstances it was easy for

them to see the land as an inheritance from god jehial

mcconnellsMcCon wordsnelsneis express the belief that god was looking after

their rights to the land he stated that he often felt

thankful for the bareness of the country because the

frost drouth etc kept the dogs off in this territory

william H dame president of the school echoed mcconnellsMcCon beliefnelsneis
when he announced that their land was now surveyed he

reminded the school members of their duties as saints and said

of we should try and be for the kingdom of god and said con

12gress was trying to do something with utah but they would fail

along similar lines C C pendleton claimed that the lord has

moderated this climate it is not so severe as it was a few years

the only purchase made was from miles goodyear who
occupied land in the vicinity of ogden utah wain sutton ed
utah A centennial history new york lewis historical publishing
co inc 1949 ppap 35 40

minutes of the school of the prophets held in parowancarowan
1868 1872 copied by brigham young university library 1956 july
30 1870 original spelling and punctuation retained in this and
subsequent parowancarowan school quotations

ibid february 18 1871

10

1

10

his

11

12
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ago this should encourage us and give us faith this

view of the land as a gift from god may also account for the fact

that indian land rights were seldom discussed in the school

statements indicate that school members were more concerned with

avoiding confrontations than they were with indian land rights

this is seen when C C pendleton said he 11 did not approve of
14

going for fish as it might arouse feelings with the indians

at times some school members were motivated more by the

desire to control and own more land than they were by their charge

to build the kingdom of god this situation may have prompted jens

nielson to remind school members thatchat 11 we did not come here

to get property but came to learn the principles of the gospel

the belief that the land they occupied had been given to

them by god did not entirely overcome school members concern over

the encroachment of gentiles on their great basin kingdom the

existence of the school was evidence thatchat mormons felt threatened

by the outside world the potential loss of their land made the

threat all the more powerful parowancarowan school member joseph fish

summed up the situation when he said

we have always had to work at a disadvantage this
government never gives us any advantage if there is a doubt the
enemies of this people always receive the benefit of it it is
so with our land we will have to be very careful or they will
trouble us about it there is considerable opposition to this

ibid may 4 1872

ibid july 16 187018700

ibid15 january 15 1870

g
1113

1114

by

15

13

14
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workthis is not unlookedunlocked for we have been told of it years
ib16ago

this

mormons realized their squatters rights were not secure

in the face of advancing enemies and made efforts to secure their

lands like saints throughout the territory the settlers of

parowancarowan were told to obtain land titles granted by the federal

government rather than the mormon church on august 19 1871 a

telegram from church president brigham young was read to the

parowancarowan school it stated I that the survey of little salt

lake valley was returned and now in the registers office and we

should take steps to secure our land jesse N smith later

spoke to the parowancarowan school of the necessity of getting title to

their land he felt that if they held title coming in
1 ft

contact with the outside world would be no detriment to us

interest in the federal land system was heightened by the

arrival of gentiles into the area caused by the opening of nearby

mines members of the school discussed the efforts of gentiles to

overcome their work and warned one another of the evil influence of
19

the mines warnings were not only about potential destruction of

the character of saints and their efforts to build up zion but

about the very real possibility of losing their lands if proper

ibid march 9 1872

ibid august 19 1871

1 0
ibid may 4 1872

ibid february 11 1871 march 4 1871 april 8 1871
april 15 1871 september 2 1871 september 30 1871 october 14
1871 december 16 1871 december 23 1871 january 27 1872 may
4 1872 july 20 1872 july 27 1872

9

work

1

17

118

16
95

17

18

19
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filing procedures were not followed instructions on how to file

claims and exhortations to obtain land titles appear often in the
20schools minutes

in addition to actual filing for title other measures

were taken to protect mormon property rights in the area W H

dame suggested that all of the schools members should turn out

and vote in the upcoming election because the best of men were

needed on the city council as our land is comeing into market and

21
the council will have more or less to do with it also school

members were told to save their money instead of buying stock

animals so they would have enough to enter their land to raise

the necessary money it was suggested that salt from a small lake
22west of town be saved and sold to the mining town of pioche

concern over outside influences such as mining and efforts

to thwart these influences seems to have reinforced individual

commitment to building the kingdom this is represented in the

record of edward daltons words

spoke of president youngs policy in building up this people
thought it was the best policy for this people thought that
mining was a ruinous thing to a people

august 21 1864 september 17 1870 february 11
1871 april 8 1871 april 15 1871 june 3 1871 august 18 1871
august 26 1871 september 2 1871 october 7 1871 december 16
1871 january 6 1872 march 9 1872 march 30 1872 april 20
1872 may 4 1872

ibid july 30 1870

ibid august 21 1869 august 26 1871 april 15 1871

ibid I1 march 4 1871

1121

trhesmentradesmenbesmen and farmers
are the ones that builds sic a place up

20 ibid

21

22

23
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adherence to the trades and farming as the means of build

ing the kingdom of god continued as the number of saints increased

to accommodate the growing population it was necessary to locate

other lands in the area for settlement jesse N smith reported

that he had been around with the president thought the best

place they saw for a settlement was pangwitchPang sicwitch the saints
24are increasingncr andeasing need more room

the pressure of a growing population probably resulted in

concern over the way the land was being used members used the

forum provided by the school to discuss inefficient and careless

farming

we ought to farm less and do it better and raise more
from one acre than we do now famfpm two thought we ought coto farm
one third less than we do now

we were too careless in the matter andaud farmed cootoo much
land we should farm less and do it better

spoke of getting our land more in a body it would save water
we should cultivate our land better thought tuat when we

get the titles to our land we should fence better

september 1870

ibid august 12 1871

ibid june 10 1871

ibid september 2 1871

pat28paa

ibid february 25 1871

i
I1

f5sm

1 1 P t

0 wewaw8 have no right to monopolisemonopolismmono thepolise bounties of
nature

discussion in the school also indicates that the people of

parowancarowan experienced some disharmony in blendingblendlblendtbiendl religiousng ideology

with the influence of the US government that prescribed to

ibid24

25

26

27

ait
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mormons such things as how to obtain legal title to lands they had

occupied for over two decades this is seen in the debate chatthatchad

ensued over whether to move the location of a community field

some members wanted to move from fields north of town to land

located to the west where there was less milkweed the reasoning

was since they needed to buy their land from the government

anyway they might as well get the best land possible those who

held land in the north fields were concerned that their acreage
29

would be reduced if they moved to land west of town

the controversy developed further when it was reported

thatchatchad one L barton was homesteading some of the land in the west

field bartons move went against the mormon tradition of

cooperation in respecting one anothers squatters rights S H

rogers expressed the general feeling of the group when he said

all persons should file an application in the US land
office to secure them their land otherwise we may loose it had
no fellowship for men who would try to homestehomesteadhomesie over othersanothersan
claim considered it a high handed misdemeanor

bartons attempt to homestead on what was seen by school

members as someone elses claim shows that mormon views of land

were challenged by national views the federal land system was

designed to benefit the individual rather than the group bartons

action an attempt to gain personal advantage shows that the

national land system was gradually challenging mormon views

though parowancarowan school of the prophets minutes do not

completely document the adaptation and change thatchat occurred in

ibid

january 6 1872

16

29 august 26 1871 august 12 1871

30 ibid
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mormon views of land there are other sources that provide valuable

insights to the development of mormon land views A survey of

sources written by mormon women indicates that views of land held

by mormon women were similar to views held by members of the

parowancarowan school of the prophets however views of land expressed

in the womanwomans exponent a newspaper written and published by

mormon women in utah from 1872 to 1914 are an exception the

exponent often depicts an idealistic view of land that is rarely

seen in journals and memoirs an idealistic tone would be expected

from a newspaper such as the exponent which was intended to

promote sisterhood among the women of utah also its writers

usually were not immediately acquainted with the hardships of

settling the land and the passage of time after settlement tended

to favorably color their view of the experience though the views

of land expressed in the exponent are not especially representative

of tilethediledhe views held by mormon women they deserve discussion because

they had some influence on those who read them

like the parowancarowan school of the prophets the exponent

viewed the land occupied by the saints as a gift but it also felt

the land had special significance for women they viewed the land

as a refuge where a heroic enduring and independent race of women

were harbored

here in these valleys hemmed in from the discordant elements
of the outside world by the stupendous mountains that tower to
such sublime heights are a race of women who surpass in their
heroism in their endurance and in conscious independence of
character any we believe in the known world the union of
heart and soul characterizes them as a class is one of the

exp nent
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most strengthening influences which could be broughttobrough bearttoSito in
making them heroic in the truest sense of the term

the land or the west was a gift in the sense that it provided

protection from the discordant elements of the outside world and

made it possible for a superior race of women to develop

the importance of the west and what it meant for women was

the major emphasis of the exponent when land was discussed with a

view similar to frederick jackson turners the barren west was

depicted as a place for rebuilding society new cities would be

built and it would be the source of solving problems of mankind

westward the course of empire wends its way will become more
and more the theme of the poet and the historian as well as
the statesman and the leaders of the people cities will be
built up in the now barren regions and a higher state of
cultivation than has ever yet been known will be the glorious
future of the people of the intermountain states and they
will yet solve the most difficult problems that agitate the
world of mankind

over the years of its publication the exponentsexponenttexponents s theme of

the west as an influence in shaping a new culture developed and

crystallized writers became more committed to the idea that the

progress the west represented was not selective for any particular

group of people though it was emphasized that women would benefit

most by advancing to equal status evidence given by the exponent

to prove the progressive nature of the west was the innovativeness

of the west versus the traditionalism of the east specifically

the west instituted suffrage for women while the east did not

31womans exponent october 1 1877

32exponent december 1 1895

broughsito

th samoss2mos t
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it is a singular thing that the west sic the intermouninter
tain

moun

states should lead in the matter of equal suffrage which
in itself means progression the east hangs back and clings
more closely to all old forms and traditions while the great
broad magnificent west reaches outward and upward for larger
growth and greater enterprise taking in the newer elements
without fear of disaster and conserving all the vitality by new
methods to produce stronger and wider breadth of conditions
for the benefit and blessing of the great masses q people who
must be considered in society and in government

the open lands of the west were seen as a blessing to

societies governments and the masses because they provided space

for building and reworking the structures of society the effect

of the land did not exclude any group of people but to take full

advantage of the potential of the opportunities offered by the

barren west it was necessary for women to participate in the work

along with men the exponent stated

there is a destiny for the great west which has been
predicted by wise men which is daily becoming more widely
apparent that must be fulfilled and the generation now growing
up have this work to perform and women will be participants as
well as men therefore the education and growth of knowledge on
all progressive matters should be equal and in this way
greater historical epochs may be consummated thathanchan where only
men do the planning and thinking and active work

to the writers of the exponent the land represented imporimbor

tant ideals in the virgin lands of the west they saw the chance

to recreate society into one of equality the west offered women

the opportunity to participate on a level they had long deserved

in fact they claimed chatthat without the equal participation of

women civilization would not be able to progress much further and

great historical epochs would not be achieved equal female

ibid november 15 1895

ibid december 1 1895895

SS

the

54

exponentanent

11great

33

34
1
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participation was an absolute necessity to properly take advantage

of the advancement of civilization offered by the barren lands of

the west

absent from the pages of the exponent is the perception of

a practical association between the land and humanity the

idealistic view of the relationship between land and humanity as

expressed in the exponent might suggest that women were not as

conscious as men were of the practical realities of settling the

land however a brief gleaning of writings by individual women

shows this was not the case

clearly women were also conscious of an everyday pra-

ctical relationship with the land as well as seeing themselves as

participants in building the kingdom of god mary ann weston

maughan recorded her thoughts twenty years before the exponent

began to write of a great destiny for the area foremost in her

mind was the belief that she had joined with god chosen people

As she traveled to the great basin she wrote now I1 had leftlef all

and was travelingtravilingtravi sicling alone to a land unknown to me but I1 had

35
cast my lot with the people of god and in him I1 put my trust

implicit in maughans words is the belief that god would help her

face a land unknown to her the belief that she had joined with a

chosen people is extended to the salt lake valley as can be seen in

her words

35mary ann weston maughan journal no date joel E

ricks collection of transcriptions utah state university
original spelling and punctuation in this and following quotations
have been retained

gods

t

1135
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I1 think this is destined to be a great place there are stores
and houses going up in all directions we staid in salt lake
city one week and enjoyed the society of our friends then we
were counciledcounci toled settle in tooelethoele 35 miles west of SL city
this valley was then being settled here I1 found 2 old friends
from england bro and sister rowberry and some of our friends
from navoolavoo here we camped in a tent and anpn our city lot
untill we built a nice large duble log house

maughans mention of stores and houses being built and her

statement that the area was destined to be a great place is perhaps

a reflection of her belief that she was witnessing the building of

the kingdom of god however her words are free of much religious

phraseology and she seems more concerned with the practical

aspects of settlement this is seen in her reference to living in

a tent and wagon until her house was built and finding friends from

england already in tooelethoele association and friendship seem to have

eased the hardships of settling in an unknown land

mary did not describe tooelethoele valley which contrasts with

her reaction six years later when she first saw cache valley in

northern utah of her move to cache valley she wrote

in sep haveinghaleing sic sold or given away our possessions in
tooelethoele we again took up our line of march for some place in the
north in wich to make a new home when we got to the mouth
of the canyon we scoped to look at the beautiful valleyeaileyealley before
us my first words were 0 what a beautiful valley

perhaps mary first view of cache valley reminded her of

her homeland england but her words seem to be typical of other

women who commonly wrote about the beauty they saw although mary

dart judd wrote of the beauty of the salt lake valley she

maughan journal 1850

37
maughan journal september 15 1856

wagon agn3gn

marys

36
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expressed the belief similar to mary ann weston maughansbaughansMaug thathans

she had joined with gods chosen people she wrote

for three months we had been traveling away from a
civilization which had cast out the saints to build up a better
one in deseret after our long desert travel to salt lake city
was beautiful to us with its streams of crystal water murmingmarming
along the streets there were not many houses but there were
enough to give it an air of civilization and comfort we left
our home in bridgeportbridgportBridg connport in april 1849 and arrived in salt
lake city in september 1850 we had traveled about 3000 miles
and passed through many changes and vicisitudesvicissitudes some of them a
very trying nature three of our dear ones had passed through
the gateway of death we trust to a better life beyond they
accomplished their work we still live on to accomplish ours
the new arrivals in salt igke4ke had the privaledgepri sicvaledge of going
north or south to settle

mary judd seems to have received strength from the land that to

hertierileriier was to become the kingdom of god ann prior jarvis reports a

similar feeling when I1 saw the valley where gods people were I1

39felt I1 could endure a great deal more for the same privilege

not all women felt the same upon their arrival in the salt

lake valley mary jane mount tanner describes the valley with

different words she says

our position commanded a fine view of the country if
rocks and hills trees and bushes could be called country
the valley presented a barren aspect it was covered mostly
with sage brush and sunflowerssun withflowers a few small streams of
water running through it and some squallidsquillidsqual indianlid wigwams
scattered about the timber was all on the mountains none
growing in the lowland not even a load of wood could be
procured without climbing the hills

QQ

WPA sketch of life of mary dart judd federal
writers project st george public library st george utah

39
WPA ann prior jarvis autobiography federal

writers project st george public library st george utah
40mary jane mount tanner A fragment the autobiography

of mary jane mount tanner SLC tanner trust fund 1980
ppap 47 48

privielege 1139

48ad
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it was probably harder for mary jane to see the land

without houses and other signs of civilization as the kingdom of

god she arrived in the salt lake valley in september of 1849

before there were as many of the signs of civilization that seem to

have encouraged the other writers

most times the initial view of the great basin was uplift

ing for women but when they were called to settle outlying areas

their views of land took on new perspectives their acquaintance

with the harsh reality of the land often changed their view of it
one of the first changes was in their view of the land as a source

of strength and as a place to build the kingdom of god ann

jarvis who said she felt she could endure much more after seeing

the home of the saints in salt lake valley changed the tonecone of her

words after she arrived in southern utah her enthusiasm as a

builder of the kingdom seems to have waned as she became acquainted

with the st george area she wrote

when we arrived on the ath5th of december 1861 on the adobe
yard it was not a promised land unto us christmas day we had
bran for dinner I1 did not have a stove to cook with and it
rained forty days and nights the first meal I1 had on my city
lot was some flax seed and I1 was always dainty by all
working we never had a hundred dollars surplus and I1 have
seen my children cry I1 have seen the silent tears roll down
their cheeks I1 was about thirty one years old and had eight
children one was in east boston but the other seven were
alive and hearty hungry children

like jarvis other women called to outlying areas of the

expanding great basin kingdom gained intimate knowledge of the

realities of the land the image of a land of struggle and

41 jarvis autobiography

f
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hardship is seen in their written words for example violet lunt

urie wrote

the women too sacrificed and worked to build our comm-
unity cedar city they sewed and cooked and worked in the
corrals and went to the mountains to do dairy work they took
care of the men and made life a little easier for everyone but
themselves in this land of struggle and hard work

despite hardship and struggle life is very bounteous and
full of joy my life has been a dream a skip a hop and a
song yet many sad things havehappenedhavehav it2

makeshappened me cry when
I1 think of some of the things

hannah A crosbyscrosby words portray a similar view

panguitch was a new country the seasons were short our
crops frosted year after year the indians had once broken the
town up but gave us very little trouble it was a good sheep
and cattle country and through experience we learned better how
to handle the climate and we with others succeeded very well
financially then we went to bunkervillekervilleBun where we had some
more hard pioneering life we settled on the treacherous
virgin river that gave us no end of trouble washing outpour
dams filing up our ditches and washing away the land

to mary dart judd life on the kingdoms frontier lands

meant centering her life in her immediate surroundings in her

words being on the extreme frontier and much absorbed in helping

my husband produce the necessities of life I1 could not pay much

attention to what was going on outside of my immediate

surroundings

42violet lunt urie autobiography typescript church
historical department church of jesus christ of latterdaylatter saintsday
salt lake city utah spelling and punctuation have been retained
in this and subsequent quotations from this source

43 sketch of the life of hannah A crosby daughter of
edward and emily bunker abbot compiled by loislotslols E jones william
R palmer collection southern utah state college cedar city
utah

44 sketch of life of mary dart judd
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from these accounts it is evident that women also had a

practical relationship with the land they saw the land idealisidealia

micallytically in the sense that it would become the kingdom of god but

they were also aware that the kingdom would come only by hard work

and struggle As they gained a more intimate knowledge of the

land womens views of land changed and developed over the years

as women participated in reaping the fruits of civilization they

were able to view the land more favorably at times they viewed

the land with more than a religious eye and endowed it with special

significance for women this is seen in the exponentsexponent s discussions

of the west as a place to rebuild society into one that gave women

equal status and the credit they deserved

the change and development in mormon views of land is only

one of the elements that created an atmosphere that led women in

utah to participate in the homestead movement changes in mormon

settlement practices and legal rights pertaining to land ownership

also occurred and facilitated the filing of land claims by utah

women
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1petersonopeterson

CHAPTER TWO

MORMON settlement PATTERNS AND CHANGE IN

WOMENS LEGAL RIGHTS IN UTAH

utahs agricultural landscapes the mormon village

homestead and dry farm represent social political and economic

developments in utahs history some of these developments are of

particular importance to the story of women homesteaders in utah

for over twenty years mormons held their lands by squatters rights

while congress and others used land rights as one of their weapons

in their fight against mormonism at first the federal land

system was withheld from utah because it was feared that mormon

control would become even stronger if they were allowed to obtain

legal title to their lands when in 1869 the federal land system

was extended to utah the reasoning had changed and it was believed

that mormon influence could be broken by non mormons obtaining

legal title to lands in the territory

extension of federal land laws was of course necessary

before women in utah could take advantage of them forces such as

overpopulation individualism and changes in legal rights combined

to provide motivation for women in utah to participate in the

homestead movement

peterson imprint of agricultural systems

farmarn repredepre sent
1
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the prelude to the extension of federal land laws to utah

was the period of mormon domination of land affairs land in the

salt lake valley was distributed in september 1848 seen as an

inheritance city lots were given out according to the requirements

of the law of stewardship equal according to circumstances wants
2

and needs for the original group of pioneers in the valley

lots were selected and assignedassign andedyedl not awarded by lottery as was

subsequently practiced drawing for land became the custom to

prevent any hardness that might occur by any other method of

dividing land this method of land distribution was commonly

used in other settlements in the territory in distributing land

rules of eligibility were used unmarried men were not allowed coto

participate people in non farming professions were either allowed

less farming land or did not receive any polygamous men received
4

an allotment for each family

rules of eligibility did not exclude women martha

sonntag bradley reports that in the first apportionment of land in

salt lake city forty one women were given city lots for their own

use as well as for use by their families it is not certain

whether women received property when land was distributed in other

communities however the motivation in salt lake city seems to

have been to promote self sufficiency bradley claims that the

arrington great basin kingdom p 51

3
fox the mormon land system

in memories of early days in cache county utah state
historical society salt lake city utah

3
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salt lake city apportionment of lots to women was a clearsightedclear

and

sighted

pragmatic method of helping single parent families to become

self sufficient without labeling it welfare As heads of

households these women were given city lots and encouraged to act

as intelligently and industriously as men who headed families

land surveys distribution and recording continued to be

carried out by the church until the provisional government of the

state of deseret was established in march 1849 at this time a

surveyor general was appointed to take on the responsibility of

recording land transactions6transactions
the cominglingminglingco of religious and temporal affairs contin

uedaed to dominate events during utahs territorial period on

september 9 1850 utah was established as a territory rather than

as a state as utalsatals citizens had hoped the legislature was

elected both men and women were able to vote and these represenpresenrepresentre

nativestatives usually carried out church policies in regard to temporal

affairs the integration of religious and temporal workings in

utahs land system is seen in the granting of a number of large

tracts to individuals by the territorial legislature in 1855

these tracts were located in diverse areas of the state ie rush

martha sonntag bradley women and land ownership 1847
unpublished paper copy in possession of the author city lots

given to women through the mormon church deserve further study
however the poor state of early utah land records may make further
study difficult

for more specific treatments of the workings of the
uniqueifunique land system in utah see lawrence L linford bestabestab

lishing and maintaining land ownership in utah prior to 1869 11 utah
historical quarterlyquarterlquartell 42 spring 1974126143 and george W

rollins land policies of the united states as applied to utah to
1910 utah historical quarterly 29 july 1952 239 251

wo men

5

utahs

1974126 143
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valley cache valley juab county and appear to have been

community herd grounds the men to whom these lands were granted

were religiousrellareliarelig leadersiouslous in their respective areas and it was

understood that the animals of all the settlers might be fed on

the individual herd grounds

mormon church president brigham young served as the

governor of utah from september 1850 until april 1858 under his

control the legislature continued the policy of granting large

tracts of land and resources to individuals such policy was

probably inspired by the threat of greedy outsiders and was a means
Q

of protecting the rights of individual members this practice

caused concern in the appointed governors that followed brigham

young in office especially alfred cumming in december 1859

cumming encouraged the legislature to adopt a policy of small land

grants he claimed

under existing circumstances the grants of lands to be
used for herding and other purposes are unreasonably large and
their occupancy has become exceedingly oppressive tocertaincertainto
portions of the community and I1 would recommend the adoption
of measures for their eventual abolishment

in the same message he went on to specify preferable size for land

allotments

when the lands are open to sale and pre emption the public
interest and more especially the interest of the poorer
classes would be promoted by restricting claims by law to less
than quarter sections and I11 believe theyshould be restricted
to lots not exceeding twenty acres each

joeljoei E ricks the early land system of utah
1847 1870 MA thesis university of chicago 1920 p 17

0
ricks early land system

7

8

they 9shouldshould
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cummingsgummingscumnings statements reflect a general concern held by

congress over mormon influence in affairs in utah hoping to break

mormon domination of affairs in the territory congress withheld

federal land laws from utah until 1869 occupying the land with

only squatters status in the eyes of the federal government

utahnsutahna desired the extension of land laws to the territory begin

ning with millard fillmore in 1850 united states presidents with

the exceptions of lincoln and johnson recommended that the federal

system of land laws be extended to utah congress however did

not favor the recommendation refusal to extend land laws to utah

was used as a tool coto battle polygamy and mormon control of utahs
lands US representatives in 1854 felt that extension of federal

land laws to utah territory would mean public recognition and

approval of the practice of polygamy and the proposal was stopped

in its tracks not until february 1867 did the question receive

further serious consideration this time it was argued that land

laws should be extended to utah as a means of breaking the mormon

monopoly that prevented others from settling there this argument

the promise of a bill designed specifically to take care of the

mormon question and the need of the federal system to allot

lands for the railroad that was fast approaching the territory

led to congressional extension of land laws coto chethe territoryterriCerriderri ofCory

utahudah A federal land office was opened in utahudah in march 1869

ibid
utah historical quarterly 29 october

1961309 325 and thomasthoma G alexander A clash of interests
interior department and mountain west 1863 96 provo utah
brigham young university press 1977 ppap 26 27
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both mormons and the national government had to make

adjustments for the federal land system to work in utah ultialti
mately the mormons made the greatest adjustment because they were

threatened with the loss of their lands if they did not obtain

legal title from the national government one example of adjust

ment made by both sides is seen when mormons were allowed to claim

the property they held within townsitestown undersltessitessides the terms of the

townsite act of 1867 the act was not easily applied to utah

because property ownership within towns had previously been

determined by mormon land surveys which did not match the federal

governments system to obtain property lying within the boundablunda

ries of a community it became the practice for a local leader to

make entry for several individuals in his name when the patent

was received title was divided and given to individuals according

to the boundaries already occupied likewise the federal system

was adapted to utah by allowing the plat and block system for

identifying property in towns while the usual township and range

system was used to identify outlying areas

another case of necessary adjustment developed when the

ideals of mormon village settlement patterns conflicted with land

acquisition procedures prescribed in the 1862 homestead act the

act required five years of continuous residence on the claim as one

condition to receive the patent apparently mormons adapted the

requirements to their usual practice of living in town and daily

linfordlinfordlLinfor establishing and maintaining land ownership

withintownsites

11

11
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13charles M hatch land inheritance and family
formation of mormon towns it a paper presented at the twenty second
annual conference of the western history association phoenix
arizona 1982 ppap 37 38 copy provided by mr hatch
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traveling to farmlands by spending a few days in residence on their
12

claim before professing to have met patent requirements

after the federal system of land laws was extended to utah

mormon influence in land affairs was greatly diminished internal

forces such as overpopulation rise of new leaders and a sense of

individualism joined with the external force of federal land laws

to bring about changes and an eventual breakdown in concerted and

orchestrated mormon settlement and land use patterns charles

hatchs study of communities in cache valley shows thatchat by the

second generation lack of suitable land to provide for community

expansion resulted in outmigration hatch states

having little property to lose by moving but none to gain by
staying mature unmarried older children began looking outside
the village for opportunity denied them within if possible
they would select spouses also raised in the village because
they wanted to be close to their family homes mormon youths of
hourglass communities north of salt lake city moved to newly
forming towns further north only a handful settled in the
south moving to the closest convenient frontier those
reaching maturity in the 1880s rebuilt their childhood
villages those maturing later tended to settle on dry
farms

hatch assumes that the same pattern was followed in southern

communities but the environment was more hostile and played a more

important role this probably led church leaders to direct and

12
such practices occurred on other frontiers and were not

exclusive to mormonscormonsMor lawrencemons B lee has found that the intent of
the homestead act was often achieved in utah and that mormon
farmers did not speculate with the land they acquired under the
law lee claims that homesteading in utah was unique see lee
homesteadingHome insteading zion
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callacall1calit settlers to places so desolate reasonable people would have

14ignored if left on their own

richard sherlock also recognizes an outmigration due to

overpopulation from earlier phase mormon empire settlements he

says that settlements from cache valley to arizona were affected

by the flood of migrations and suggests that overpopulation was

perhaps the most important long term crisis of the period because

it resulted in the breakdown of the tightly structured mormon

village system

sherlock sees the problem of overpopulation and the

resultant breakdown of mormon settlement patterns as only part of a

larger breakdown in mormon social political and economic institu-

tions he says these forced migrations do not follow the pattern

of the highly planned mormon migrations of the earlier period

though it is possible to find carefully planned and carried out

settlements such as settlements of arizona and bluewater new

mexico the bulk of the migrations were scattered and unplanned

supervision provided by the church was given after settlement had

begun sherlock sees 1877 the year brigham young died as a

watershed year as far as mormon experience on the frontier goes

without brigham youngs guiding spirit and with the subsequent rise

to leadership of younger men less interested in maintaining

ibid p 38

richard sherlock mormon migration and settlement after
1875 journal of mormon history 2 197554

ibid p 57
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traditional ways many of the distinctive features of the mormon

social system either disappeared or were changed

wayne wahlquist identifiesidentifi other forces at work within

mormonism that contributed to the breakdown of mormon social

political and economic institutions in his thorough study of

settlement processes in the mormon core area 1847 1890 if he

concludes that individualism played an important role in mormon

settlement processes he says

the mormon core was not a monolithic region of uniform culture
where individual decisions awaited direction from and deferred
to ecclesiastical authority it was an area of significant
diversity individualism was not submerged in communalism

among the findings that support wahlquists conclusion are

uniform distribution of villages which resulted from aggregate

choices of many individuals acting on their own initiative not

according to a settlement plan set out by church authorities a

survey of mormon journals chatthatchadthad shows a great deal of social

mobility which resulted from personal choice rather than direction

from church authorities and a very high rate of turnover in mormon

core communities during the entire colonization period that

resulted in a great deal of diversity within the community and

19
from community to community

ibid p 66

1 ft
wayne wahlquist A review of mormon settlement

literature utah historical quarterly 45 winter 197720 and
wayne wahlquist settlement processes in the mormon core area
1847 1890189011 phd dissertation university of nebraska 1974

19wahlquist settlement processes
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wahlquist sherlock and hatch show that forces such as

individualism overpopulation and social mobility had a great

impact on the changes in mormon settlement and land use patterns

extension of federal land laws to the territory facilitated the

change mormons were quick to take advantage of the opportunity to

gain title to their lands wahlquist explains that mormon willing

ness to cooperate with the federal government on land issues was

due to the fear that they would again lose their lands as they did

in persecutions experienced in missouri and illinois utahsutalutai

settlers

s

were aware of the tenuous nature of their land titles and

were afraid that land jumpers might manipulate land titles and

again dispossess them of their property As a result mormons were

anxious to gain legal title to their land as quickly as possible

thus when the government land office opened in salt lake city in
20

1869 there was a virtual rush to apply for title
originally government granting of title to lands that

mormons had held essentially as squatters reinforced the mormon

land system however internal pressures such as overpopulation

and overused lands soon forced settlers into areas thatchat had been

seen as less desirable due to poorer environment or the threat of

indians when internal forces were combined with the external

force of federal land laws changes resulted in the way mormons

settled and used the land at this point the mormon landscape

began to be altered and individual homesteads outside mormon

villages gradually appeared

ibid p 306
20
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change in the legal atmosphere during the territorial
period was particularly relevant to land ownership and the legal

rights of women in utah three years after federal land laws

became applicable in utah and enabled mormons to obtain legal title
to their lands the territorial legislature passed a law that

granted women legal rights that they had not previously enjoyed

though initially the act appears to have been an effort to expand

womens rights a closer look indicates that the primary reason for

passing the act was to facilitate land transfers in the territory

on february 12 1872 a bill commonlymmonlymoonly referred to as the married

persons property act was passed by the utah territorial
21legislature the act abolished the dower system gave each

spouse the legal rights to sue or be sued plead and be impleadedpleadedimpleaderim

or defend and be defended at law it and assured each spouse full

rights and benefits from the property they brought into the

marriage

the married persons property act was a departure from the

common law system that was the basis of utahs legal system but

viewed from a national standpoint the passage of this bill was not

unusual beginning in 1839 with mississippi many states had

adopted married womens property acts by the time utahs act was

passed seemingly such acts reflect social reform and concern for

equality that marked mid nineteenth century america however

granting of property rights to women was not due so much to

agitation for womens rights as it was coto the need to rectify the

21
compiled laws of utah 1876 salt lake deseret news

printing establishment 1876 p 342

co
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problems that the common law system caused in the legal system and

in speculation also in some western states womens suffrage and

other womens rights were offered to attract families and women to
22the area the common law legal system was formally instituted in

utah by the organic act that made utah a territory on september 9

1850
23

22norma basch in the eyes of the law women marriage
and property in nineteenthninteenth century new york ithaca cornell
university press 1982 p 9 lawrence M friedman A history of
american law simon & schuster new york 1973 ppap 185 86
sandra L myres westering women and the frontier experience 1800-
1915 albuquerque university of new mexico press 1982 p 216
research that carol cornwall madsen and lisa madsen pearson have
done in utahs court records has led them to the same conclusion
madsen and pearson are currently preparing a fulllengthfull studylength of
the legal rights of women in territorial utah papers presented by
them at the may 1984 mormon history association conference held at
provo presented their initial findings my work in this chapter
is intended to provide an overview and will not give the depth
breadth or specifics of their work

23lisa madsen pearson in her paper innovation and accom-
modation women and the law in territorial utah unpublished
paper in the possession of the author identifies conflict over
federal enactment of the common law in utah through the organic act
of 1850 she says generally only the legislature had the power
to formally adopt or receive the common law as part of the states
or territorys law the first utah territorial legislature passed
no such law in 1851 brigham young in response to an inquiry
affirmed that utah had not adopted the common law and in 1854 the
legislature passed an act prohibiting reference to common law
cases from any court or laws from any source other than those

passed by congress or the utah legislature in any court proceed
ing in 1892 an act to recognize the common law as the rule of
decision was killed in the legislature the federal judiciary was
outraged by this action and circumvented it in one case ruling
that the people of utah had tacitly agreed to the opening of common
law in the territory and in other cases holding that the organic
act passed by congress creating the territory of utah had the
effect of extending the common law to the territory many of these
judicial pronouncements were made late in the territorial period or
after statehood and do not establish that common law rules and
practices including those imposing disabilities on married women
were followed in reality in the early territorial period p 13
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the common law system originated in medieval england to
24protect the land holding class against the king under common

law the married woman essentially ceased to exist legally the

basic concept behind the system was that

by marriage the husband and wife are one person in law
that is the very being or legal existence of the woman is
suspended during the marriage or at least is incorporated and
consolidated into that of the husband under whose wing
protection and cover she performs everything and her
condition during marriage is called her coverture

theoretically coverture only applied to married women

single women were free to own land conduct business sue they s

were free to act as legal entities however this was not always

the case because women were viewed and defined according to their

natural11natural role procreation and sexual function the idea that
r

those women not married should be married prevailed

land ownership under the common law was rather intricate

when a woman entered marriage her husband took control of her real

property because under covertureverturegerture she had no legal identity A lack

of legal identity made it impossible to sue or be sued make

contracts or convey property at the time of marriage the husband

24
lynne R hall property law and the homemaker

exponent 11II 8 spring 19826 land laws apparently developed to
prevent land reverting to the ownership of a higher lord or king

25blackstone commentaries 1763 as cited in lynne R

hall property law and the homemaker exponent 11 8 winter
19822

f
susan moller okin women in western political thought

princeton new jersey princeton university press 1979 p 250
and ruth A gallaher legal and political status of women in iowa
an historical account of the rights of women in iowa from 1838 to
1918 iowa city iowa the state historical society of iowa
1918 p 4
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gained legal control over his wifes property he could sell it or

do what he liked with it if a woman died before her husband all
of her property became her husbands through what was called title
by curtesy on the other hand if a woman survived her husband

she was entitled to a dower or one third of her husbands prop

erty when a woman received dower property she had no right to

sell it during her lifetime upon her death it was to pass to her
V

husbands oldest male heir this kept the property in the family

problems arose under this system because during his lifetime a man

could not sell the dower portion of his property and a wife had no

access to the dower until her husband died such aspects of the

common law made land sales difficult and did not adequately protect
27a woman whose husband had left her with children to support

an interesting comparison to the common law system is seen in

the community property law system that was adopted by eight

states california arizona nevada new mexico washington texas

idaho and louisiana the community property system is based on

the civil law tradition of spain and france under this system

married women could own property make contracts in their own name

exercise some control over their property and in some situations
28exercise governmental authority the philosophy behind this

system considers the wife to be a contributing partner rather than

a ward of her husband because the joint efforts of the husband and

27 gallaher legal and political status ppap 3 13 and
hall property law and the homemaker

28
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wife enable them to acquire property whatever is acquired by

their joint efforts is known as common property the industry and

contributions of each partner are valued equally thus at the

death of a spouse the remaining partner has an equal right to pos

29
sessions acquired during the marriage some of the differences

between common law and community property systems are obvious but

there are differences that are more fundamental and far reaching

the law in the common law states fails to recognize the
wife as a helpmate and partner engaged with the husband in the
common enterprise of creating a family as well as a fortune
and refusasrefusal her the place of dignity to which she is
entitled

this system seems revolutionary in comparison to the

common law system and viewed within the framework of turnersturner

frontier thesis it seems logical to claim that its adoption by

seven states in the west is a prime example of the effect that the

frontier had on western legal systems however french rule in

louisiana and spanish occupation in california new mexico texas

and arizona rather than the liberating influence of the frontier

is probably the best explanation of why these areas adopted the

community property legal system

adoption of the common law system in utah may seem natural

when the new england heritage of many of the leaders and members of

29richard ballinger A treatise on the propertypropert rights of
husband and wife under the community or ganancial system sec 4

1895 as cited in hall property law and the homemaker 8

spring 19826
30

william brockelbank the communityCom propertpropertymunitymunitz law of
idaho sec 1.515 1962 as cited in hall property law and the
homemaker 8 spring 19826

refusi8

ef factfect
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the mormon church is taken into account however as lisa madsen

pearson reports the common law was imposed by congress when

territorial status was given to utah pearsons work shows there

was conflict between federal officials and utah territorial offi

cialsbials over the matter of whether the common law had been adopted in

utah federal imposition of common law through the organic act of

1850 apparently was not accepted by utahs territorial legislature

or by utahs leading civil and church authority brigham young

even though statements and legislation indicate that it may not

have been formally accepted in the territory it is not clear

whether in reality common law rules and practices were followed in
31utahs early territorial period

A brief survey of land abstract books located in san juan

cache rich utah and iron counties shows that after original

title was granted to a man subsequent transactions often included

his wifes name or the notation ex tux records on such

transactions indicate this was due to the wifes dower interest

when the land was sold the wife usually gave up her dower interest
32

in the property for a nominal fee usually 1.00100 this appears

to be true for all of utahs territorial period including the

fifteen years the married persons property act was effective

1872 1887 continuation of the practice after the married

31 pearson innovation and accommodation to ppap 12 13 see
footnote 26

32
1I did not find evidence of prenuptial agreements

protecting womens property rights however further research may

reveal evidence of this practice in utah

74

1

loo
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persons property act was passed was most likely for precautionary

reasons this suggests that the threat of losing land caused

utahnsutahna to conduct land transactions according to the federally

imposed common law system even though the married persons property

act had abolished the dower

the married persons property act of 1872 was meant to

facilitate land transactions in the territory the right of dower

was abolished to avoid legal difficulties that would result from

33multiple dower claims made by plural wives the lack of atten

tion given the passage of the bill suggests that it was intended to

simplify land transactions rather than promote the rights of women

other than reporting the activities of the territorial legislature

salt lake citys two main newspapers made no particular mention of

the bill the salt lake tribune was concerned about plans for an

illegal constitutional convention women voting and the authorityauthoritaaut

tive

horita

theocratic hierarchical mormon priesthood while the deseret

news was discussing the arrest of brigham young the mormon trials
34

and the desire for utahs statehood though the bill received

little attention at the time it was passed it received attention

several years later in 1882 the womans exponent reported

ibid p 43

34 see the salt lake tribune and the deseret news from
january 8 1872 to february 18 1872 the tribunes concern over
utah women voting reflects a national view that womens suffrage
was a radical reform in fact many feminists refused to support
it because it was feared that advocation would endanger other
important reforms like education and employment legislation the
1870 adoption of womens suffrage in utah was seen by the nation as
a measure that strengthened mormon political control

acthad

33
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the right of dower in utah has been the theme of much
discussion in private and public in the press of the country
and among the officials of the territory they acknowledge
they are sore on this subject and think it an outrage to the
people that the right of dower should have been abolished by
the legislature of utah

sponsored by george Q cannon the bill abolished the

dower system no right of dower shall exist or be allowed in this

territory gave each spouse the right to sue or be sued plead or

be impleadedpleadedimpleaderim or defend and be defended at law and gave each

spouse full rights and benefits from the property they brought into

marriage on february 14 1872 governor george L woods

returned the bill to the legislative assembly and gave no

explanation he said I1 herewith return to the house in which it
was originated an act entitled an act concerning the property

37rights of married persons without my approval governor woods

action did not kill the bill on february 15 councilor cannon

requested that the rules of the council be suspended his request

was granted and he again presented the bill which again passed

both legislative bodies two days later in its summary of the

activities of the legislature the salt lake tribune reported that

communications from the governor announced his approval of an act
oo00

concerning the property rights of married women 1

womans exponent december 1 1882

compiled laws of utah 1876 p 342

deseret news february 15 1872 also found in the utah
territorial legislative assembly journal 1874 salt lake tribune
printing and publishing co 1874 p 32

00
salt lake tribune february 17 1872

390 wer

cannon

marri age 36

1

1138

35

36

37
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governor woods changed his mind after this second passage but two

years later when the legislature met he requested that the dower

system be restored he said I1 approved that bill but after due

reflection I1 am satisfied that in so doing I1 made a mistake and

I1 recommend that the portion of the act referred to be repealed at
39

this session his request went unheeded similar requests

continued to go unheeded as did governor E H murrays strongly

worded appeal

sheer justice demands the right of the dower for wifehood
unjust discrimination unrest and untold suffering follow its
denial every enlightened argument favors it to grant the
elective franchise and deny the right of dower is entirely
inconsistent it is denied in no state or territory except
where something better is given the passage of an act that
restores the right ofdowerof todower the wives of utah will receive
my cordial approval

the governors were federally appointed and their influinflux

ence was not strong enough to persuade the territorial legislature

coto repeal the bill however on march 3 1887 federal action in

the form of the edmunds tucker act restored the dower system in
41

utah the dower remained in force for two years after utah

gained statehood january 4 1896 on january 1 1898 the system

was modified in wording that sounds very much like the dower system

39 governors message to the legislative assembly of utah
territory legislative assembly journal 1874 salt lake tribune
printing and publishing co 1874 p 32

40 message of his excellency E H murray house journal
1882 salt lake p 33

41 united states statutes at large 24 december 1885 to
march 1887638

af ter
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but portrays the idea that one third of her husbandshusband estate was a

42womans right rather than a gift
passage of the married persons property act seems not to

have been inspired as a statement on womens position but rather

it facilitated the workings of utahs legal system though the

primary purpose of the act was to make land transactions easier it
also enhanced the position of women in utah by putting a law in the

books that gave them legal identity and the right to own property

this change in the legal atmosphere combined with other forces

such as overpopulation and individualism the result was an

environment in which women in utah could use the federally extended

homestead acts

42revised statutes 2826 and 2832 compiled laws of utah
1907 salt lake city skelton publishing co 1908

s
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CHAPTER THREE

statistical PROFILE OF WOMEN homesteaders IN UTAH

nearly 7 percent of utahs land was patented by private

citizens this figure becomes significant when it is considered

that about 80 percent of the land in utah is government owned or

administered public land acts such as the homestead act of 1862

the desert entry act of 1877 the enlarged homestead act of 1909

and the stock raising homestead act of 1916 were an important path

to land ownership for utahnsutahna

aside from commission and legal fees the homestead act

offered 160 acres of free land to qualified entrants who fulfilled

residence and improvement requirements when filing a land claim

the entrant had to make an affidavit stating that he or she was

over twenty one years of age or the head of a family that he or

she was a united states citizen or had declared intention to become

a united states citizen and that the entry was made for his or her

utah has 52541440 acres through public land acts
3607683 acres were patented As of 1984 the federal government
owns 34687710 acres or over 66 percent of utah indian
reservations make up 2274000 acres the state of utah owns
approximately 3719359 acres acreage owned by county and local
governments is unknown refer to facts and figures for utah 1984
bureau of land management 1984 for utahs total and federal

government acreage state owned acreage was given over the
telephone by the utah state lands office on april 23 1985 for
acreage patented see paul W gates history of public land law
development washington DC written for the public land law
review commission 1968 p 797

42

i1 s
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exclusive use and benefit and intended only for settlement and

cultivation entrants were required to begin five years of

continuous residence within six months after application the

nature of improvements or cultivation was not specified by the act

but it was expected that improvements and cultivation would be

continuous and show the good faith of the entry person if the

entry person chose after several months of residence and cultivarcultiva

tion he or she could obtain or commute title to the tract by

paying 1.25125 per acre for lands outside the limits of railroad

grants and 2.50250 per acre for lands within the limits of land

granted to railroads the residence requirement could be extended

up to two years when droughts grasshopper plagues and other

natural catastrophes interfered thus seven years of residency

was allowed before there was any danger of the entry being

cancelled

in other settlement acts acreage improvement cultivacultivar

tion and eligibility requirements differed from the homestead act

the preemption act of 1841 was important in giving original

settlers the opportunity to obtain legal title under its terms

settlers who had already inhabited and improved the land were given

the right to claim up to 160 acres by paying 1.25125 per acre at the

proper time either when the land was offered at public sale or

2
US general land office suggestions to homesteaders and

persons desiring to make homestead entries washington DC
government printing office 1906 paul W gates history of public
land law development washington DC written for the public
land law review commission 1968 ppap 394 95 in the original
act an entry person could commute title after six months the
requirement for commutation was increased to fourteen months in
1891 by the general revision act

2

2us

125

250

125

aus
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came up for entry those eligible for preemption were more limited

than in the homestead act those allowed to preempt land were

heads of families widows or single men over twenty one who were

3
united states citizens or declared intention to become a citizen

the timber culture act of 1873 allowed 160 acres without

timber to be claimed by a citizen who was the head of a family or

over twenty one years old the only requirement was cultivation of

timber on ten acres of the claim the claimant had to cultivate

and care for the trees for a period of eight years before finalinalfinaiinai
4

proof could be made

the desert land act of 1877 came about as an adaptation

for homesteaders in the arid and semi arid regions of the west it
was applied to the states and territories of california oregon

nevada washington idaho montana utah wyoming arizona new

mexico and dakota under the desert act a settler could purchase

up to 640 acres of land if he or she irrigated it within three

years at the time of filing the entrant paid 25 cents per acre

upon offering proof of compliance with the law the entrant took

title to the land after paying an additional 1.00100 per acre

the enlarged homestead act of 1909 was passed in response

to those who advocated dry land farming allowed acreage was

gates public land law development ppap 238 39

4
charlescharies W stayner farmers and miners manual salt

lake city stayner and simmons land agents & attorneys 1883
ppap 10 11

roy M robbins our landed heritage lincoln nebraska
university of nebraska press 1976 p 219 and gates public land
law development p 401

f

5
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increased to 320 acres on non irrigable and non mineral lands with

no saleable timber the act was made applicable in oregon

washington arizona new mexico colorado utah montana wyoming

and nevada five years residence and continuous cultivation of

something other than native grasses were required commutation was

not allowed on two million acres in utah the residence require

ment was omitted because on many lands there was no known source of

domestic water though the land was considered to be useful for dry

farming lands open to entry under the enlarged homestead act had

coto be classified as suitable by the department of the interior

through the geological survey

the stock raising act of 1916 was intended to meet the

needs of settlers on lands not suitable for cultivation land

filed for under this act had to be designated by the secretary of

the interior as stock raising land and had to be classified as good

only for forage and grazing the maximum entry size was 640 acres

and specific improvements instead of cultivation were required in

addition water holes were reserved for public use no commutations

were allowed and coal and mineral rights were reserved

while land acts such as the stock raising homestead act

and the enlarged homestead act made it feasible to homestead a

greater variety of lands other land laws made it more difficult to

acquire public lands the general revision act of 1891 stiffened

gates public land law development p 503

benjamin H hibbard public land policies university of
wisconsinWisco presshsin 1965 ppap 398 99

to

6

7
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the terms for acquiring federal land by lengthening commutation

time from six to fourteen months and by repealing the preemption

and timber culture acts in 1934 the taylor grazing act withdrew

all public lands from settlement location sale or entry to

create grazing allotments to be leased from the government for

private use the act also provided for a system of classifying

remaining public lands the act permitted further disposal of

federal land under homestead laws if the land and climate had been

determined as suitable for agricultural purposes the federal

supervision reservation and classification of public lands

provided for by the taylor grazing act changed the nature of the

federal land system essentially federal settlement laws were

important in utah for a period of about sixtyfivesixty yearsfive during

this period utahs landscape was altered from one reflecting mormon

influence to one which included national settlement patterns of
0

scattered homesteads and dry land farms

land records show that a significant number of land

entries in utah were made by women A survey of the land claims

file located at the bureau of land management in salt lake city
9

shows that 13.5135 percent of utahs land claimants were women A

Q

see gates public land law development ppap 400 48485484
for

85
discussion of the general revision act of 1891 and the taylor

grazing act marion clawson and burnell held in the federal lands
their use and management baltimore the johns hopkins press
1957 ppap 32 34 also provide information on the taylor grazing
act

9
the land claims file is located at the bureau of land

management salt lake city utah the file is an alphabetical
listing of all types of land claims made in utah the file is not

8

341
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more specific search of tract entry books for townships in three

areas of the state cedar city logan and monticello reveals

similar numbers in eight townships surveyed in the cedar city

area 12.9129 percent of the total entries made were made by women

ten townships in the logan area show 12.5125 percent and the five

townships around monticello reveal 9.999 percent were female

10entrants

because the federal land system had to be superimposedsuperimposedonsuperimpose on

the mormon land system it has been claimed that homesteadinghome insteading

zion formed a distinctive chapter in americas homestead move

ment if this is true it might be assumed that the story of

women homesteaders in utah is also distinctive this is trueintrue

terms

in

of some motives indicated by the statistics but in most

cases numbers obtained from land records indicate that the

statistical record of utahs women homesteaders does not vary

greatly from that of women on other frontiers A closer look at

the statistics obtained from land entry books provides a profile of

complete because its use was discontinued sometime in the early
1950s also a search for names listed in the tract entry books
showed that not all of those names could be found in the file

these areas were chosen because they are located in
diverse areas of the state cedar city in southwestern utah logan
in northern utah and monticello in southeastern utah and because
they each are made up of similar land types

utah tract entry books townships surveyed for the cedar
city area are t38s r9wraw t38s RIOW t37s RIOW t37s r9wraw t35s
r12w t35s r11w t34s r5wraw and t33s r9wraw

logan area townships are t14n r2erae t14n r5erae t13n
r5erae t13n r2erae t13n RIWriu t12n r7erae t12n r5erae t12n r6wraw t11n
r7wraw and t11n r2erae

monticello area townships are t35s r25e t34s r25e
t34s r23e t33s r26e and t33s r24e

lee homesteadingHome insteading zion p 30

11

10

R 95e

11

don

129

125
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women who homesteaded in utah and reveals possible reasons for why

these women did so

of the townships surveyed for the cedar city logan and

monticello areas women in the logan area were first to file the

first female entry in the logan area townships was made in 1877

eight years after the 1869 opening of the land office in utah

women in the logan area continued to file land entries into the

early 1930s a period of just over five and a half decades the

years of 1897 and 1898 show a heavy concentration of filing by

women in the surveyed townships see figure 1

the distribution of female land entries in the logan area

show that 38 entries were made before 1900 and 42 were made after

1900 As can be seen in table 1 the percentage of female entries
12

in the logan area declined only slightly after 1900

fifty nine entries filed by women in the logan area were

homestead entries ten were desert entries ten were stock raising

homestead entries one was a preemption and on eleven entries the

type of entry was not written or the microfilm was too unclear to

determine the type of entry

12
1I am indebted to katherine llewellyn hill harris for

this point of analysis see women and families on northeastern
colorado homesteads 1873 1920 phd dissertation university of
colorado 1983 ppap 127 28 on eleven entries the date was either
too unclear to read or not written in all three areas notations
in the tract books were not always complete at times the micro
film or penmanship was unclear and occasionally was too unclear to
read some entries were not identified as a specific type these
were not included in the counting of entry types used in each area
this accounts for the difference in numbers in table 1 and the
specific entry types slight differences in the total male entries
found between tables I11 and 2 and figures 1 2 and 3 are due to
errors that resulted in counting and recording the large number of
entries
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TABLE 1

MALE AND FEMALE ENTRIES BEFORE AND AFTER 1900

cedar city

female male

before 1900 47

logan

af ter

36 3

proo f

13

872

123 877

ilg 881

ilg 884

363

319

12.8128 321 87.2872

after 1900 30 12.3123 214 87.7877

female male

before 1900 38 11.9119 280 88.1881

after 1900 42 11.6116 320 88.4884

at various times after filing a land claim thirty three

or 36336.3 percent of the women in the logan area relinquished their

claims relinquishment meant that the person who had filed a claim

and had not yet made final proof on it could sell his or her claim

to another individual after properly notifying the land office

twenty nine or 31.9319 percent of the women who filed land claims in

the area eventually received the patent to their claims this

means that approximately one third of the logan areas female land

claimants obtained legal title to their claims one third sold or

relinquished their right to their claims and one third failed to

obtain title by homesteadinghome

the

steading

townships surveyed in the cedar city area show that

women did not begin filing for land until the 1880s and had ceased

13charles W stayner farmers and miners manual ppap 6

and 9
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filing by the early 1920s a period of forty years the records

indicate two periods of heavier filing in this area 189318981893 and1898

14
1911 1913 entries made by women in the tract books appear under

the desert entry and the homestead entry thirty one women used

the desert entry fortyfiveforty usedfive the homestead entry and in six

cases the type of entry was unclear

in the cedar city area fortyseven entries were made

before 1900 and after 1900 thirty entries were filed however

table 1 shows that the percentage of female entries over time in

the cedar city area is comparable to the percentage in the logan

area As in the logan area the percentage of female land entries

declined only slightly after 1900

the records surveyed in the cedar city area indicate that

39 percent or thirtytwothirty oftwo the female entrants relinquished or

sold the right to their claims and nearly 43 percent or

thirty five of the female entrants obtained the patent to their

claims this indicates that less than one fifth of the women who

filed land claims in the cedar city area failed to obtain title or

money from selling a relinquishment

female homesteading in the townships surveyed in the

monticello area did not begin until after the turn of the century

the earliest female entry was made in 1909 filing in the surveyed

townships continued into the late 1920s lasting around twenty

years this area also shows a period of concentrated filing by

women which began in 1914 and lasted through 1922 see figure 3

14 see figure 2 the dates of entry for five female
entries in these townships were unrecorded

forty seven

in
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notations in the tracts books show that forty one women used the

homestead entry and six women used the desert entry the enlarged

homestead entry recorded as a homestead entry was often used

in the monticello area eighteen female entries or 36.5365

percent were relinquished patents were granted in twenty three

cases meaning that 39 percent of the women who filed for land in

the monticello area received legal title to their entries these

figures indicate that about one fourth of the female land claimants

in the area were unsuccessful

the monticello area exhibits an obvious difference from

filings in the two other areas permanent settlers did not arrive

in san juan county until 1880 and monticello was not settled until

1888 As was so in the cedar city and logan areas full fledged

homesteading began after a stable settlement had been established

homesteading in the area began after the turn of the century with

encouragement lent by the enlarged homestead act and the success of

dry land farm experimentation in utah geographical isolation of

the monticello area and the fact that most land suitable for home

steading had already been taken up in other areas of utah also

account for the latter development of homesteading seen in the
16area

the enlarged homestead entry was identified by acreage
exceeding the 160 acres allowed for a homestead accordingly 24 of
the 41 homestead entries can be identified as enlarged homestead
entries

melvin J frost factors that influenced homesteading
and land abandonment in san juan county utah MS thesis
brigham young university 1960 ppap 54 65

15

15

t he

16

365
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in the monticello area the percentage of entries filed by

women is nearly 3 percent lower than chosethose in the cedar city and

logan areas the difference is most likely due to the land boom

that developed in southeastern utah during the second decade of the

twentieth century beginning in 1909 san juan county sent dele

gates to meetings of the national dry farm congress for several

years the advertising of delegates and others soon attracted

people from many parts of the country who hoped to cultivate build

homes on or secure title to and sell the land A higher per

centage of the participants in southeastern utahs land rush were

probably single men or men who came to make a home before they

brought their families to live there the higher percentage of

males in the monticello area would distinguish it from the cedar

city and logan areas where the population of males and females in
1 R

the mid nineteenth century was about equal the consistently

equal population of men and women in the cedar city and logan areas

and the influx of a higher percentage of men into southeastern utah

after the turn of the century probably best explain the lower

percentage of female entries in the monticello area

in the three surveyed areas women were as successful or

nearly as successful as men in patenting the land they had filed

for the tract books indicate that 42.7427 percent of the women in

cornelia adams perkins marian gardner nielson and
lenora butt jones saga of san juan san juan county daughters of
the utah pioneers 1968 ppap 194 95

18
richard D poll gen ed utahs history provo utah

brigham young university press 1978 women in early utah by
ann vest lobb and jill mulvay derr p 337 wahlquist settlement
processes if ppap 119 24

17

18

17
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the cedar city area 31.9319 percent of the women in the logan area

and 39.0390 percent of the women in the monticello area received

patents for the tracts on which they filed these percentages are

impressive especially when compared with the success rate of men

applicants in the same areas as shown in table 2 in the cedar

city area townships an average of 43.8438 percent of the male appli-

cants received patents while 34.2342 percent in the logan area and

31.5315 percent in the monticello area received title to their lands

these figures reveal that women in the monticello area were

slightly more successful in patenting their land than the men

though in all three areas the rate of obtaining land patents for

men and women is nearly equal

it appears that there were family ties among homesteaders

and that family members helped one another to successfully patent

their claims the repeated occurrence of surnames entered in the

tract books for the same townships and sections indicates that

family members homesteaded on nearby tracts and helped one another
19

coto prove up on their claims additional evidence of family

networks between homesteads is the sherratt family in the cedar

city area homestead entrants roselia may rosenberg and alice M

sherratt were sisters and daughters of john and christine sherratt

alice B bullock another entrant was a sister in law to roseliaroseliasroseila

19refer to the utah tract entry books for evidence of
this this cannot be determined to definitely be the case until
family reconstruction is done also dissimilar last names might
also prove to be relatives through marriage I1 am indebted to
katherine llewellyn hill harris for this point see women and
families on northeastern colorado homesteads 11 ppap 1543154 55
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TABLE 2

SUCCESS RATES OF WOMEN WITH A comparison
TO MALE SUCCESS RATES

cedar city area

entries patents

females 82

57

success

875

427

438

125 319

342

390

315

12.9129

males 553 87.1871

35

242

TOTAL 635 277

logan area

females 91

87.5875

29

218

TOTAL 729 247

monticello area

females 59 9.999

males 534 90.1901

TOTAL 593

23

168

191

42742.7

43843.8

31931.9

34234.2

39039.0

31531.5
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and alice M s mother christine sherratt alice B bullocks

niece mary ann L heyborne also filed a homestead entry the

sherratt bullock and heyborne dairy homesteads on cedar mountain

were within11within a stones throw of each other if and the families

enjoyed a friendly social life milking cows sewing riding and

20dancing undoubtedly the close association between

families made the homesteading experience easier

besides the help of family members women also appear to

have supported one another in patenting their land claims in

several instances the tract books show that women with the same

surname made entries in the same township for instance in the

logan area catherine and lydia haws made entries in township 13

north range 1 west and both received patents to their claims in

the cedar city area the 1900 census shows that francelle corry

clara perry naomi perkins and louisa perry all lived next coto one

another in four different households francelle corry and louisa

perry both married women made entries in township 35 south range

11 west clara perry a single woman made her entry in the

adjoining township township 35 south range 12 west their filing

on land close to one another appears to have been a cooperative

venture on the other hand naomi perkins entry in township 38

south range 10 west which was some distance from the other three

entries seems not to have had much coto do with the other three

entries

20see kate B carter comp our pioneer heritage
vol 18 salt lake city daughters of the utah pioneers 1975
ppap 202 211 12 245 46

1

2025 125

11
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it appears that in most cases women who patented land

took five to seven years to do so they took the full time required

to prove up rather than commuting the title and also took advanaddan

tage of time extensions allowed in cases such as drought and

grasshopper plagues obtaining title was apparently delayed in
21

order to put off payment of land taxes

opportunity to make money from an entry without having to complete

all the obligations necessary to receive title to the land this

especially seems to be the case in two of the cedar city

townships township 35 south range 12 west and township 35 south

range 11 west where thirteen different women all filed desert

entries on march 24 1896 all thirteen cancelled their entries by

v Q 1 r n n

of f

4 i i 0 in 3
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for entry it appears that the increase of female entries reflects

other forces at work forces such as religious exhortation popu

lation trends and economic need are possible explanations for the

increase of entries

in both the logan and cedar city areas women filed for

land in greater numbers during the mid 1890s education and

exhortation by the mormon church may have been the source of this

pattern when outsiders began to challenge mormon squatterssquatters1

rights the mormon church initiated an official program for educat-

ing members on how to obtain legal title to their lands in the

mid 1860s the salt lake area experienced a rash of claimclaicial jumping

the school of the prophets in salt lake city and parowancarowan was used

as a tool for countering this threat by educating members about
22federal land practices official notices from the land office

were published in the mormon deseret news editorials urged church

members to quickly prove up on their claims and warned that the

saints were in danger of losing their improvements to outsiders if
23the saints allowed the seven year statutory period to lapse the

church also had land attorneys who handled homesteading paperwork

they filled out entry papers handled relinquishment and final

proof affidavits and disseminated interpretations of general land

22
minutes of the school of the prophets journal history

of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints march 20 1869
april 24 1869 may 8 1869 minutes of the school of the prophets
held in parowancarowan 1868 1872 august 21 1864 september 17 1870
february 11 1871 april 8 1871 april 15 1871 june 3 1871
august 18 1871 august 26 1871 september 2 1871 january 6

1872 march 9 1872 march 30 1871 april 20 1872 may 4 1872

23lee homesteadingHome insteading zion p 31

1
m

1
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office regulations william clayton handled the work during the
24

1870s and charles W stayner took it over in 1878 the official

program seems to have reached all members of the church on

january 1 1880 the relief society minutes for the cedar city ward

record that mary A lunt spaek about the consie brother snow had

given about our land their was stele with out a fence she

25thought it would have to be ten det to as soon as we could

though the women seem to have been reached by the churchschurch push to

get members coto file for land the time lapse between the official

push and concentrated periods of filing is too great to account for

the mid 1890s increase in land claims filed by women in the logan
r

and cedar city areas

the greater number of entries filed during the mid 1890s

by women in the cedar city and logan areas may have been due to an

influx of outsiders similar to what the salt lake area experienced

in the 1860s the presence of gentiles among the mormon population

most likely would have caused a fear of claim jumpers that would

have prompted greater numbers of people to seek legal title to

24
ibid also see stayner farmerfarmers and miner manual

25
cedar ward parowancarowan stake relief society minutes

1877 1903 church historical department church of jesus christ of
latter day saints salt lake city utah spelling and punctuation
have been retained

r f
services provided by people such as charles W stayner

were apparently used by many people in outlying areas women not
excluded karl T cox stated that his mother and grandfather filed
their claims at the county courthouse the pamphlet put out by
charles W stayners office farmers and miners manual says
the party need not come to town but on due notification we pre

pare the proofs and they can be sworn to before the district or
probate judge or in the presence of their respective clerks
p 8

125

26

miners

26
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lands that had been held by squatters rights population growth

in the logan and cedar city areas indicates a possible influx of
27

outsiders especially in the logan area however the develop-

ment of mines which would have brought non mormons into the cedar

city and logan areas does not correlate with the concentration of
28

land entries filed in the 1890s it appears that much of the

population increase was due to mormon immigrants settling in these

areas

church influence and fear of claim jumpers are possible

explanations of the increase in filing by women in the cedar city

and logan areas in the mid 1890s however the best explanation

for this occurrence is the depression of the 1890s the depression

affected the entire nation and agricultural areas especially felt

27
in cache population increased from 8229 in 1870 to

12562121562 between 1880 and 1890 the increase was nearly 3000 from
12562 to 15509 from 1890 to 1900 the population went from
15509 to 18139 iron county population growth in 1870 was 2277
increased to 4013 in 1880 decreased to 2683 in 1890 increased
to 3546 in 1900 population growth in washington county which
adjoins iron county followed a similar pattern 1870 3064 1880
4235430235 189018905 4009 and 1900 461245612 the decrease in iron county
population between 1880 and 1890 may have been due to outmigration
to areas such as san juan county and the san louise valley in
colorado see luella adams dalton comp history of the iron
county mission and parowancarowan the mother town no place publisher or
date given ppap 209 38 klaus D gurgel historic population
growth atlas of utah wayne wahlquist ed provo utah brigham
young university press 1981 p 110 provides figures for
counties in utah

no
with the exception of the la plata lead and silver mine

begun in 1891 in cache county the development of mines was either
before or after the decade of the 1890s and does not account for an
influx of outsiders the la plata mine was the only mine in
northern utah see klaus gurgel richard H jackson and robert
jones historic mining communities atlas of utah wayne
wahlquist ed provo utah brigham young university press
1981 ppap 98 99

3 546
18705 18805

28
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its impact the fact that females in the cedar city and logan

areas filed more entries during this period can be interpreted as

an attempt to gain more land to bolster the low incomes of families

in these agricultural communities more land especially free land

gained through public land acts was probably seen as an opportu

nicy to expand family resources support for this theory is that

by 1880 small farms in utah had proved to be uneconomical and

farmers began to acquire larger tracts of land by 1900 the

29average farm size had increased three times in addition to

increased farm sizes the number of relinquishments in the cedar

city and logan areas indicate that the business of selling relin

quishmentsquish andments the subsequent return of money may have also been

an incentive that led women to enter land claims during this

period

the increase in homestead entries in the mid 1890s does

not correspond with paul W gates findings that the number of

homestead entries filed fluctuated according to business and

immigration cycles gates has found that when business was

depressed and immigration declined the number of homestead entries

decreased but when business improved and immigration was high

homestead entries increased this was not the case in the cedar

city and logan areas though immigration to utah during this

period apparently decreased it appears that hard economic times

29
dale R broadbent and klaus D gurgel number of farms

acreage and size of farms 1850 1980 atlas of utah wayne
wahlquist ed provo utah brigham young university press
1981 p 184

30paul W gates public land law development p 402

30
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prompted an increase in the number of homestead entries rather than

a decrease the difference may be due to the mormon village

settlement pattern in these areas entrants often did not have to

give up their homes and begin anew to homestead outlying areas by

keeping residence in town and traveling occasionally to a new land

claim it was possible to homestead without having to forfeit the

security and support of an established family and community

in all three of the surveyed areas there is an increase in

the number of land claims filed by women during the second decade

of the 1900s see figures 1 2 and 33. the increase continued

into the early 1920s in the logan and monticello areas this trend

corresponds with the increase in prices for farm commodities during

the decade higher prices were brought about by growth of indus

trial and urban centers in the state and by the market for farm

32
goods opened by world war 1I

statistics obtained from tract entry books reveal other

trends in both the cedar city and logan areas the percentage of

female entries filed before 1900 and the percentage of female

entries made after 1900 are essentially the same see table 1

31wayne L wahlquist settlement processes p 114
after railroad transportation became available to utah in 1869 the
mormon church ceased organized migration utah immigrants secured
their own transportation and arrived individually by rail
consequently there is no record of the number arriving after the
completion of the railroad subsequent decline in the total
population growth rate indicates that the rate of migration to utah
also declined

32richard D poll gen ed

31

utahs historyhi provoprovol utah
brigham young university press 1978 integration into the
national economy 1896 1920 11 by thomas G alexander ppap 429 33
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this suggests that attitudes in utah toward the role of women were

33
consistent before and after 1900

factors which affected the experience of women home

stenderssteadersste inaders utah are better understood by taking a closer look at

the seventy eight names of female land entrants which appear in the

seven townships surveyed in the cedar city area see appendix A

for these names additional information on these women was

obtained from a search of census records family group sheets and

land records fifty nine of the names were found either in the

1880 and 1900 census records family group sheets or both some

names not found in either of these records were found in the land
34

claims file at the bureau of land management from these records

marital status was determined and the women were divided into four

groups monogamous married polygamous married female head of

household and single

33see table 1 several studies on women in utah before
the turn of the century make the case thatchat some attitudes toward
the role of women were more liberal than on other frontiers see
maureen ursenbach beecher carol cornwall madsen and jill mulvay
derr the latter day saints and womens rights 1870 1920 A

brief survey task papers in LDS history no 29 salt lake city
historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1979 thomas G alexander an experiment in progressive
legislation the granting of woman suffrage in utah in 1870 utah
historical quarterly 38 winter 197020 30 maureen ursenbach
beecher under the sunbonnetsSun mormonbonnets women with faces brigham
young university studies 16 summer 1976471 84 and mormon

sisters claudia L bushman ed salt lake city olympus
publishing co 1976

34 family group sheets patrons section genealogical
society church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah united states federal census 1880 genealogical
society film number 1255336 iron county united states federal
census 1900 genealogical society film number 1241683 iron
county

hi

quart
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twenty one women entrants were identified as married women

according to the name they used at the time they filed this is

surprising in light of the wording of the homestead act which

allowed only persons who were the head of a family or 21 years of
35age the privilege to file for public land however as the act

was interpreted there were occasions when a married woman was

eligible to file a homestead entry if she met the other qualifiqualini

cationscanions of a homesteader a married woman was allowed to make a

homestead entry if she was divorced separated from or had been

deserted by her husband another case where a married woman was

allowed to file was when she was actually the main support of the

family because her husband had been incapacitated by disease

confined in prison or for some other reason could not support the

family also a married woman who had resided on and made improve

ments on her claim before her marriage could enter the claim after

her marriage if her husband did not hold land under an unperfected

homestead entry at the time she entered her claim in addition

to provisions of the homestead act which permitted married women to

file claims the desert entry act of 1877 was interpreted to allow

any female citizen married or single the right to file a desert
37entry

gates public land law development ppap 394 95

general land office suggestions to homesteaders
ppap 5 6 and general land office circular the manner of proceeding
to obtain title to public lands under the preemption homestead
and other laws washington government printing office 1884
ppap 11 12

37 stayner farmers and miners manual ppap 11 12

36

35

36
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of the twenty one women in the cedar city area who were

married at the time they entered a land claim fifteen used the

desert entry the circumstances of the remaining six married

entrants probably allowed them to file under the homestead act

one example is kate lublin alexander who was separated from her

husband thomas murphy alexander when she homesteaded in panguitch
QQ

valley in 1894 like kate the remaining five women who filed

land claims under their married names were possibly separated or

divorced from their husbands at the time they filed land claims and

would have qualified to file as a head of household it is

possible that some of these women may have qualified as land

entrants as the main support for their familiiesfamili becauseies their

husbands were in prison incapacitated or otherwise unable to

provide for their families however at this point there is no

evidence that indicates that this was the case for any of the women

in the cedar city area who filed under their married names

the average age at filing for these monogamously married

women was thirty four years A gap of over seventeen years

separates them from the group of identified polygamous wives and

twenty years separate them from the female head of household group

the younger age of this group makes it more of a possibility that

they were responsible for supporting a family it also indicates

that they were directly involved in the improvement of their

38 see our pioneer heritage kate B carter comp vol I1
salt lake city daughters of the utah pioneers 1958 ppap 47 48

genealogical records from the patronspatron section of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints do not accurately record
divorces these records are usually submitted by descendants who
may not have been aware of a divorce or chose not to record it

38
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tracts expansion into new lands and frontiers necessitated that

women take on non traditional roles and work directly on the
39

land this practice was probably reinforced by the tight economy

of the frontier that made it more difficult to hire an extra
40

hand women on the frontier became an important labor source

this is demonstrated by the pattern of dairying in cedar city the

dairies in the mountains were the responsibility of the women and

children while the men usually remained in the valley to look after
41

farms an expansion of effort in land acquisition by wives

possibly helped to increase the familysfamilylsfamily income A title search on

lands patented by females in each area shows that title to the land

was most often retained by the woman and was not immediately sold

to a probable family member though this shows that women often

held title to the land they patented it does not show to what

extent in practice husbands or other family members had control

over the same property thus it cannot be definitely determined

39julie roy jeffrey frontier women the trans mississippi
west 1840 1880 new york hill and wang 1979 joanna L

stratton pioneer women voices from the kansas frontier with an
introduction by arthur M schlesinger jr new york simon and
schuster 1981 and maureen ursenbach beecher womens work on
the mormon frontier utah historical quarterly 49 summer
1981276 290

40william R palmer early merchandising in utah utah
historical quarterly 31 winter 196336 50

41gladys mcconnell pioneer dairying unpublished
manuscript special collections southern utah state collection
cedar city utah fae nelson benson and mcnone nelson dairying on
cedar mountain special collections southern utah state college
library cedar city utah cora jones stucki life sketch
obtained at cedar city public library cedar city utah mary H

urieurielurle mountain dairying cedar city public library cedar city
utah and arvilla H day dairying at the joseph M perry ranch
cedar city public library cedar city utah

missis

quar

quarte
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whether or not tracts entered by married women were intended to

become additions to lands in the possession of husbands or other

family members

nine of the women who made entries in the surveyed cedar

city townships were polygamous wives at the time they filed a land

claim these names cannot be counted as an accurate representation

of the numbers of polgyamous wives who filed for land in this area

as those who filed under their maiden names are difficult to track

down in the census and family group sheets where they were identi-

fied by their married names the practice of filing under maiden

names did take place mary ann wilson was the second wife of henry

lunt and had been married to him for thirty seven years when her

maiden name appears in the tract books she made her entry in

1894 four years after the practice of polygamy had been given up

by the mormon church

there appears to be a variety of circumstances that led

polygamous wives to file land claims first entries by polygamous

women as the head of a household were outlawed in 1879 mainly

because it was feared that mormons were gaining control over land

by having polygamous wives file land claims as the head of house-

hold and turn the patents over to their husbands the use of

maiden names as in the case of mary ann wilson may have been an

attempt to circumvent this ruling to add to the husbandhusbands land

holdings

it is possible that the majority of the nineteen names

for which no biographical information can be found fall into the

category of polygamous wives who filed under maiden names if all
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nineteen women proved to be polygamous wives this would mean that

about onethirdone ofthird the land entries made by women in the cedar city

area would have been made by polygamouswives this indicates that

the practice of polygamous wives filing on land to increase their

husbands holdings at best only partially explains why women in the
42area filed tract entries

the second matter that needs to be considered in the case

of polygamous women who filed land claims is the fact that seven of

the nine identified plural wives were discovered under their

married names lettitia corry was the first wife of andrew corry

and made the earliest entry recorded for this group of women in

1892 the latest filing was in 1911 by sara A houston the second

wife of james houston five entries were made in the 1890s two

were made after 1900 use of married names by these women might be

interpreted as evidence that they were establishing their own

households after the practice of polygamy had been officially

discontinued by the LDS church in 1890

some of the motivation for polygamous wives to establish

separate households was apparently due to separation and estrange

ment this is seen in the case of fidelia winget demill at some

time before 1905 she left her husband she says I1 didnt get a

divorce but moved uptown in a place by myself after his first
wife died in november 1905 her husband wanted her to come back but

42see lee homesteadingHome insteading zion his search of the
tract books for salt lake county for 1869 1880 only turned up 166
female names out of 3027 this indicates that the practice was
not very prevalent even if all of the 166 names were determined to
be polygamous wives

polygamous wivesvives
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she chose not to return she says As we did not agree as well as
43

we should I1 did not go back to him

for reasons that are not as clear as fidelia demillsMilsDe

sara ann higbee the second wife of david dunn bullock also

established her own household from 1893 to 1897 she lived in salt

lake city away from her husband in cedar city she returned to

cedar city in the spring of 1897 the first of her two entries was

filed in 1897 sarahs stay in salt lake city and the entries she

made in her maiden name are evidence that she maintained her own

household on the other hand the fact that she gave birth to

children in june 1893 and january 1897 before she returned to

cedar city suggests that the separation of households was for the-

i 44sake of appearance

the dates of the entries filed by polygamously married

women indicate that in one way or another they were establishing

their own households all of the entries made by polygamous wives

in their married names were filed after 1890 when the open practice

of plural marriage was given up by the mormon church even though

the average age of polygamously married women was about fifty one

it appears that they as well as monogamously married women tookcook

advantage of exceptions under the law that allowed married women to

file land claims they may have also entered their claims as the

head of a household

43daughters of the utah pioneers an enduring legacy
vol II11 salt lake city utah printing co 1979 p 61

44kate B carter comp our pioneer heritage vol 18

salt lake city DUP 1975 p 247

1143

theopen

leg
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of marriage for other polygamous wives like fidelia demill the

break with their husbands was complete and land entries were a

means of supporting their own households

seven of the women who filed land claims in the townships

studied in the cedar city area were listed as heads of households

in the census records all of these womenwofaenwoften were widows and had

children coto support at the time they filed for land their

interest in filing was probably to increase the economic base of

the family or to obtain an inheritance that could be passed to

their children

the average age at filing for female heads of households

was fiftyfourfifty yearsfour making them the oldest of the four groups

the older nature of this group of land entrants might indicate that

female heads of households did not participate in the improvement

of their tracts this view is supported by the 1900 census which

indicates that three female heads of families had sons living with

them who would have been capable of aiding in the fulfillment of

the requirements for homestead entry however three female heads

of households were listed in the census as having young children

who could not be expected to significantly help their mothers to

prove up on their claims and it is more likely that these women

72

the national pressure that caused the mormon church to

give up plural marriage may have led some women to create the

appearance of no longer being plural wives though as appears to be

the case with sarah higbee
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were directly involved in improving their tracts in an effort to
45support their families

twenty two of the female entrants in the cedar city area

were single when their names appeared in the tract books most of

these women were found in the 1900 census as a daughter living in

her parentsparents1 home the land records indicate that some of the

single land entrants were married at some time after entry and

before they were issued a patent in two cases the tract record
46notes that the entrants name had been changed by marriage

single female entrants in the surveyed townships in the

cedar city area were the youngest of the four groups of female land

entrants the average age of this group on the day they filed for

land was about twenty three years of age their entries were

concentrated mainly in the eight years from 1896 coto 1904

the motivations for single women to become property

holders seem to be more diverse than in the other groups there

are several factors that may account for this diversity first
single women in the area were usually first and second generation

descendants of women and men who had come from other areas to

settle in utah their mothers had been directly involved in the

settlement of utah T s frontier lands and in many cases provided a

45charles S peterson look to the mountains southeastern
utah and the la sal national forest provo utah brigham young
university press 1975 p 162

46 such a notation reads FC no 7413 july 14 1902 to
mary E sandin formerly mary E mackleprangMackle prang the name the entry
was filed under was mary E mackleprangMackle prang

f

utahs

1
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47role model thatchat did not focus entirely on domestic duties

children on frontier lands were also expected to work and often

carried out non traditional work in her autobiography violet

lunt urie who grew up in cedar city details some of the

responsibilities she was given as a child

when I1 was nine I1 was detailed with evan williams who was
then ten or eleven years of age to drive the hogs from the
mountain to cedar city we drove about 35 pigs from jones
hollow to cedar city about 25 miles it seems a
reflection on the men folk that they would require to young
people coto get the pigs to cedar city we would be very tired
and as we came to some green grassy spots we would want to stop
in the shade but we couldncouldntcouldencoul fordn we had to keep driving the
pigs relentlessly all day long in order to get them to cedar
city by nightfall

the years of driving pigs put me in fine fettle to be in
condition to drive lehi jones calves down from the mountain
when I1 was 14 when I1 was helping henrietta he would
often get me up early and have me put in a days work for him
driving animals shucking corn or doing other farm work
before I1 was free to help henrietta

it is very likely that violets experience was similar to

that of many of the single women who filed land entries in the

cedar city area their childhood experiences and the examples of

their mothers probably taught them thatchat theychey were capable of

enteringCeringen and improving a tract

A second factor thatchacthac may have led single women coto home

stead was theche potential coto make money from a land claim it would

be expected thatchacchat single women experienced more freedom dhanchanthan women

47elinor richey prefaces her eminent women of theche westwesc
berkeley california howell nordhnorchnorth books 1975 withwichwlch theche theory

thatchacthac a heritageheriherl oftageCage

of ten

frontierseeking fathers and chethe example of
mothers who were initial settlersseeders of western frontiersfron combinedciers coto
resultresuit in innovative and important contributions made by many first
generationgener womenatlonaCion born in theche wescwest coto varied fields of scudystudy such as
science photography politicspolicies dance and literatureilterliCer

urie48

aCure

autobiography

seekingfrontier
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who had families to look after and may not have felt the responcespon

sibilitysivilitysibi oflity providing for a family that women in the other three

groups felt several of the single women in the cedar city area

apparently saw the chance to act as entrepreneurs when they filed

their homestead claims four of the identified single women were

still single when they sold their patented land to the cedar sheep

association as were two other single entrants when they sold their

land to an interested individual

the possibility of providing herself with a dowry of land

may have been as motivating for a single female land entrant as the

possibility of making money the lehi banner reveals that this was

a consideration of some single female land entrants in utah when it
reported miss laura knudson will go to the reservation and get

her a 160 acre ranch we have not yet learned the name of the
49fortunate young man who will throvetprove upaup1 on it

census records show that four of the twenty single female

land entrants were raised in households headed by females these

daughters may have felt an extra responsibility to help support

their families also the family networking between homesteads

indicates that many of the other single female homesteaders also

felt the responsibility to help support their families and

probably filed for land for this reason

A title trace was conducted in the cedar city logan

and monticello to determine what happened to land patented by

49august 24 1905 on microfilm at the utah historical
society 300 rio grande salt lake city utah

prove up
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females title to tracts patented by females in the surveyed

townships were traced until at least the first change in title
the search revealed that women usually retained title for several

years in monticello the average time of holding titles was just

over six years in the cedar city area it was nearly nine years in

logan women held title for an average of nearly thirteen years

about one third of the women who patented land sold it to

a probable family member in the logan area eight of twentysixtwenty

women

six

sold their land to a probable family member nine other

women sold land to persons who appear to be non relatives and

three sold to companies the cache co the west cache irrigation

co and alfred kearl and sons inc in four cases heirs were given

ownership of the tract after the death of the women who received

patent in two cases no change in ownership was indicated on

one transaction a husbandhusbands name was listed along with the femalefemales

52
when land transactions were made

in the monticello area seven of nineteen women sold to a

probable family member and eight sold to persons apparently not

land abstract books at the courthouses in iron washing
ton cache rich box elder and san juan counties were used it
was found that these records were not always complete in at least
three cases original patents had not been recorded this may

account for the apparent lack of change found in some of the tract
title chain

A probable family member was determined by surname
persons with the same surname were considered to be relatives
without reconstructing family relationships it is impossible to
determine if lands sold to persons with different surnames were
relatives or not

52
the reason for this is unknown in transactions

conducted by a female the name of a spouse included on the
transactions seems to occur less frequently than in reverse cases
its use may have been to ensure property rights

50

51

50

51
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related heirs were granted title to female patented lands by the

court in two cases and in two cases no change in ownership was

indicated in two instances the name of a spouse was listed on

subsequent transactions

only four of twenty four women in the cedar city area sold

their tracts to a probable family member eight sold to persons

apparently not related most sales in the cedar city area were to

a company or to the government through tax sales E fanny stubbs

and alice B bulloch apparently experienced financial problems and

had to sell their land for taxes after keeping ownership for

sixteen and twenty one years respectively fannys land was sold

in 1936 for 12.891289 worth of taxes and alices was sold in 1922 for

84.158415 worth of taxes five women sold their land to the cedar

sheep association in one case heirs received the patent and in

two instances no change in ownership was found

there seems to be no definite pattern in what women did

with the land after they received legal title this indicates that

they kept land according to their own needs there are instances

where land was sold to a probable family member within a year

this practice would be expected coto show that women homesteaded to

increase their husbands or familys holdings and that a strong

patriarchal system existed however the practice was infrequent

twice in the monticello area once in the cedar city area and once

in the logan area and does not lend sufficient evidence to support

such an argument rather the evidence shows that the women who

homesteaded had individual reasons for homesteading and thatchat they

exercised control over the land they patented

1289
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CHAPTER FOUR

comparison WITH OTHER FRONTIERS

statistically the experience of women homesteaders in

utah does not vary much from that of women homesteaders on other

frontiers female homesteaders on other frontiers northeastern

colorado southeastern colorado and southeastern wyoming have

been the subject of two separate studies katherine llewellyn hill

harris conducted a study of women and families on northeastern

colorado homesteads 1873 1920 As a doctoral dissertation

harris study is the most comprehensive sheryll patterson blacks
women homesteaders on the great plains frontier is an initial

survey but provides important observations of women homesteaders

based primarily on literature photographs written sources and

land records these studies provide a valuable basis for

comparison for the present study

the percentage of women land entrants reported in these

studies is similar to the percentage of land entrants in utah

patterson blacks search of land records in lamar colorado and

douglas wyoming revealed that an average of 11.9119 percent of the

homestead entrants were women she found that the percentage of

sheryll patterson black women homesteaders on the great
plains frontier it frontiers I11 spring 197667 88

78

isheryll

119
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female entries increased through the years percentages of female

land entries varied as much as 4.848 percent in douglas wyoming in

1891 to 18.2182 percent in lamar colorado in 1907 harris findings

were similar to patterson blacks land records for two north

eastern colorado counties logan and washington showed that before

1900 the percentage of female claimants was 12 and 10 percent

respectively after 1900 the percentage increased to nearly 18

percent harris ascribed much of the 5 to 7 percent increase of

entries filed by women to gradual loosening over time of attitudes
3proscribing non traditional behavior forfot women

the average of 13.5135 percent female land entrants in utah

compares with the 11.9119 percent and 14.3143 percent average found by

patterson black and harris however the trend of an increasing

percentage of female land entrants over time is not seen in the
4

three areas studied in utah in the cedar city area the

percentage of female entrants from 1869 to 1900 was 12.8128 percent

and from 1900 to 1934 it decreased slightly to 12.3123 percent in

the logan area the percentage trend nearly mirrors that in the

cedar city area the percentage of entrants before 1900 was 11.9119

percent while after 1900 the percentage dropped slightly to 11.6116

percent see table 33.

2 patterson black women homesteaders p 68

karris women and families it ppap 127 28

4
the monticello area was not included in this comparison

since homesteading in the surveyed townships did not begin until
after 1900

9

2
f

48
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135

143

123
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TABLE 3

UTAH AND COLORADO percentages OF FEMALE ENTRIES
BEFORE AND AFTER 1900

colorado

before 1900

after 1900

logan county washington county

12.1121 10.0100

17.5175 17.8178

before 1900

after 1900

utah

cedar city area

12.8128

12.3123

logan area

11.9119

11.6116

there are several factors that may explain why the

percentage of female land entrants in utah remained consistent

while it increased on other frontiers particularly the north

eastern colorado frontier the first factor that needs to be

considered is that settlement in northeastern colorado was later

than in utah settlers began to arrive in northeastern colorado in

the early 1870s growth in the area was relatively slow until the

1880s with the coming of railroads into northeastern colorado in

the 1880s and the nationnations economic recovery after the panic of

1873 settlement rapidly increased growth in the area received a

setback when natural disasters such as the hard winters of 1885861885

and

86

1886 87 drought and locust plagues combined with the national

economic depression of 1893 falling prices loss of livestock

and overgrazed rangelands caused great hardship for settlers in the

areas and many those who could afford it left the area

cou washiq& on co

121 loo
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outmigration was not permanent and soon after the turn of the

century another land boom developed A period of increased

rainfall revival of the nations economic well being introduction

of the sugar beet industry the dryland farming movement and new

government land laws contributed in attracting settlers to the

area these favorable conditions stabilized and maintained growth

in the area

settlement in utah was much earlier than it was in north

eastern colorado and until the 1890s was less subject to national

economic trends through the second half of the nineteenth century

the majority of utahs settlers were motivated by religious conviccondic

tion mormon settlers arrived in salt lake valley in 1847 by 1851

cedar city had been established logan followed in 1859 and mont-

icello in southeastern utah was settled in 1888 each of these

communities was established under direction of the mormon church

the church attempted to create and maintain a cohesive and self

sufficient society during utahs territorial period schools of

the prophets cooperative merchandising and the united order were

some of the devices used by the church in efforts to accomplish its
purpose however by the time utah attained statehood in 1896

utahs economy was beginning to become integrated with the

nations
developments in utahs economy are seen in the cedar city

logan and monticello areas though several years separate the

harris women and families on northeastern colorado
homesteads to ppap 36 118

5

14

5
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establishment of each of these areas the pattern of settlement is

very similar after valley lands had been settled two phases of

homesteading developed in each area mountain homesteading and dry

land homesteadinghome thesteading dates of these phases vary from area coto

area but the pattern was basically the same in all three moun

tain homesteading developed according to local needs settlers in

each area moved onto mountain lands after valley lands had become

overgrazedover dairygrazed products produced on mountain lands were imporimbor

tant in maintaining each areas economy for instance in the

cedar city area mountain homesteading began in the 1870s after

valley lands had become overgrazedover townspeoplegrazed went to the mou-

ntains during the summer months to dairy dairy products were sold

to nearby mining camps such as silver reef and were an important

source of cash income for the community As utahs economy became

tied to the nations economy the local importance of dairying

diminished mountain dairying in the cedar city area died out in

the mid 1920s

see charles S peterson look to the mountains
ppap 156 165 which discusses homesteading in the la sal mountains
pearl butt conversation with the author may 2 1984 states that
her husbands parents and the adamsesadamsey ran dairy homesteads in the
blue mountains west of monticello saga of san juan by cornelia
adams perkins marian gardner nielson lenora butt jones 2nd ed

san juan county daughters of utah pioneers 1968 ppap 194 213
gives accounts of dry farm homesteading in san juan county paul
willies history of dairying in cache valley in cache valleyvailey
essays on the past and people douglas D alder ed logan utah
utah state university press 1976 documents dairying in the cache
valley area dairying there appears to have been of a more
cooperative nature than in the other areas and often developed into
modern businesses however the early pattern of going to summer
ranches for dairying purposes was followed

6

samein
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the development of dry farm homesteads in each area was

connected more to national trends the enlarged homestead act of

1909 which allowed entry persons to file for up to 320 acres

instead of the 160 acres permittepermittedhermitte under the homestead act contrib-

uted to utahs development of a dry farming phase the movement

was encouraged by the success of dry farm experiments conducted by

john A widstoe and the utah state agricultural college the

development of dry farm homesteads in utah was further encouraged

by higher prices for farm goods and world war I1

the difference in the pattern of settlement between north

eastern colorado and utah is that settlers in utah were attracted

mainly by the pull of the mormon religion rather than the national

prosperity presence of the railroad technological developments

and introduction of new industries which attracted settlers to

northeastern colorado the religious pull to utah attracted a

population that was made up of nearly equal proportions of males

and females equal percentages of females in the population from

the first stages of its settlement distinguish utah from most
Q

frontiers in western america

another factor that helps explain the consistent percent

age of female land entrants before and after 1900 in the cedar city

and logan areas is attitudes toward the rights of women according

to a study done by maureen beecher carol madsen and jill derr

dalton history of the iron county mission p 147

Q

pollpoil utahs history p 337 and wahlquist settlement
processes if ppap 119 24

7

8

7dalton

1

permitte d
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the rhetoric of mormon leaders concerning fundamental rights of

women has changed very little over the years beecher et al

state that there has been a consistent philosophical commitment by

church leaders to education fair and equitable employment prac
9

ticescices and political rights for women in utah women in the

mormon church have always voted on ecclesiastical matters this

right was extended into the sphere of civil affairs when the state

of deseret was established in 1849 during its short period of

existence women as well as men voted in civil elections when

utah was established as a territory by the federal government in

1850 female suffrage was not provided for however in 1870 the

territorial legislature again gave women the right coto vote thomas

alexander states that the granting of woman suffrage in 1870 was

congruent with the progressive sentiment among the mormons at the

cimetime utah women were disfranchised by the edmunds tucker act

of 1887 but in 1895 the constitution of the new state of utah

returned the franchise to women the overwhelming approval of

womans suffrage in 1895 can be seen as indicative of progressive

attitudes inherent in mormonism at the time alexander says that

this spirit in utah was in advance of the rest of the nation and

because of their experience and beliefs the mormons were willing

to move in where others feared to tread the passage of the

married persons property act in 1872 also reflects progressivism

Q

beecher et al latter day saints and womens rights

thomas G alexander an experiment in progressive
legislation p 29

ibidbid p 30

t i me
10

11

9
0

10

11
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in utah though the act primarily facilitated land transactions in

the territory it also gave married women the legal right to own

land the early and consistent commitment to suffrage legal

rights and fair employment practices for women helps account for

the uniform pattern of land entries filed by women in the cedar

city and logan areas before and after 1900

the success rate of females and males in patenting claims

on the studied frontiers of utah southeastern colorado north

eastern colorado and southeastern wyoming is fairly consistent

in the northeastern colorado counties of washington and logan I11 to

2 percent separates the success of each sex before 1900 in

washington county 45 percent of female land entrants patented

their claims while 46 percent of the men obtained patents after

1900 the percentages increased to 55 percent of the women and 58

percent of the men who received patents before 1900 in logan

county 51 percent of the women and 55 percent of the men patented

their claims after 1900 the success of women was 54.4544 percent
12

while men were successful 52 percent of the time patterson

blacks study reveals a similar pattern for southeastern colorado

and southeastern wyoming she found that 42.4424 percent of the women

made final claim to the land while 37 percent of the men

13
succeeded

harrisharris1harrise and patterson blacks findings resemble the

success rates of men and women in the three areas studied in utah

12harris women and families on northeastern colorado
homesteads it ppap 155 56

patterson black women homesteaders p 68
13

544

424
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As shown in table 4 42.7427 percent of female land entrants and 43.8438

percent of male land entrants obtained title to their tracts in the

cedar city area in the townships surveyed in the logan area

females were successful 31.9319 percent of the time while males were

34.2342 percent successful women in the monticello area townships

patented their land 39 percent of the time and men patented at the

rate of 31.5315 percent

TABLE 4

SUCCESS RATES ON DIFFERENT FRONTIERS

colorado and wyomingwyominbyomin

female

washington county

before 1900 45.0450

after 1900 55.0550

logan county

before 1900 51.4514

after 1900 54.4544

lamar colorado and 42.4424
douglas wyoming

utah

female

cedar city area

logan area

monticello

42.7427

31.9319

39.0390

male

46.3463

58.3583

55.1551

52.0520

37.0370

male

43.8438

34.2342

31.5315

427 438

319

342

450

550

544

424

427

390

463

583

551

520

370

438

342
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harris sees the comparable success rates of men and women

as due to the overwhelming presence of families on the homestead

ing frontier she states family members helped each other so

that in most cases receipt of a patent should not be seen as a

purely individual accomplishment but as the result of a cooperative
14effortefforts patterson blacks survey of written sources led her to

a similar conclusion she states friends and relatives who home

steadiedsteaded together provided tremendous support for one another

association between family members is also apparent in the

three areas studied in utah these family members cooperated with

and supported one another cooperation and help of family members

and friendsfrie wasnds probably an important factor in the successful

patenting of claims in the cedar city logan and monticello areas

patterson blacksblackis and harrisharrist studies both reveal women

homesteaders from diverse backgrounds the statistics interviews

and written sources used in this study indicate that the same is

true of women homesteaders in utah though the variety of utahs
women homesteaders appears to be even greater than on the two other

frontiers neither harrisharrist nor patterson blacks study reveals

female land entrants who werewer polygamously married nor did they

find women who filed under their married names as was the case in

utah they do recognize that divorcees homesteadhomesteadedhomesteader but the occur

rence does not seem to be common harris reviewed hundreds of

stories of homesteading couples and found only two divorces and one

14
harris women and families on northeastern colorado

homesteads it p 155

patterson black women homesteaders if p 79

1115
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separation she concludes that family and marriage bonds among the

agricultural population of northeastern colorado were stable and

long term and that people in the area shunned divorce

pattersonblackspatterson blacks study does not give numbers but in her survey of

written material she found that some of the homesteaders were

women escaping from oppressive marriages either as divorcees or

runaways the presence of six women who appear to be divorcees

or separated from their husbands found in the group of women in

the surveyed cedar city townships who filed under their married

names may indicate that attitudes toward divorce and separation

were more tolerant in utah than they were in northeastern colorado

the fact that polygamy was practiced by some members of the mormon

church indicates that marriage and family ideals did not conform to

national ideals this anomic situation brought about by millenialmillennialmil

belief

lenial

and colonization of the great basin led to a high divorce

rate among polygamists during the period in which polygamous

marriage was practiced in utah official attitudes toward divorce
18

were quite lenient official leniency toward polygamous

divorces may have also had some effect on attitudes toward divorce
19

and separation in monogamous marriages in utah more lenient

harris women and families on northeastern colorado
homesteads to ppap 151 52

patterson black women homesteaders p 72

1 Q

eugene E campbell and bruce L campbell divorce among
mormon polygamists extent and explanations utah historical
quarterly 46 winter 19785

19 statistics available for divorce rates in utah indicate
that the divorce rate in utah was higher than the national rate
reliable figures before 1890 are not available in 1890 utahs

16

1117

1118

16

17

18
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attitudes toward divorce and separation would have made it easier

for women in utah who were involved in unhappy marriages to leave

them women who did leave their husbands probably found themselves

in a position where they needed to support themselves homestead

ing was one way they could support themselves this was the case

for kate alexander and appears to be the case for five other women

in the cedar city area who filed under their married names

though there is a slight variation in the types of women

land entrants the motivations of women on each of the studied

frontiers appear to be similar patterson black and harris found

that women homesteaded as a means of supporting a family adding to

family resources developing economic freedom concern for the
20

health of a family member or for adventure As discussed in

chapter three women homesteaders in utah appear to have entered

land claims for many of the same reasons

differences in the statistical record are mainly due to

the influence of the mormon church in utah this is seen in things

such as the earlier settlement of utah by a population made up of

nearly equal proportions of men and women earlier settlement and

equal percentages of men and women help account for the consistent

percentage of land entries filed by women before and after 1900 in

utah also consistent official attitudes toward political

divorce rate per 1000 was 0.707 and nationally it was 0.505 in 1900
the rate was 1.010 in utah and 0.707 nationally see poll utah
history p 688

20patterson black women homesteaders if ppap 71 73

harris women and families on northeastern colorado homesteads if

ppap 159 165

th is

utahs
hi
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educational and legal rights of women in utah as well as more

lenient attitudes toward divorce appear to have helped create an

atmosphere that was as open as other frontiers for the participaparti

tion

cipa

of women in the homestead movement

though there are differences the statistical record

indicates that women homesteaders in utah were much the same as

women who homesteaded in other frontiers the likeness is seen in

the similar percentages of female land entrants and the similar

rates of success in obtaining patents women in utah had many of

the same reasons for filing land claims as women on other fron

tiers and as on other frontiers families and friends in utah

helped and supported one another

the statistical record of women homesteaders in utah and

its comparison to other frontiers provides a valuable profile of

women homesteaders in utah however the profile can be expanded

by studying their lives on the homestead and by looking at some of

their life stories
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CHAPTER FIVE

LIFE SKETCHES AND LIFESTYLE ON SOUTHERN UTAH

MOUNTAIN AND DRY LAND homesteads

A profile of women homesteaders in utah is provided by the

statistics and numbers presented in chapter three however the

profile derived from those numbers does not reveal much about the

personalities of women homesteaders or their lives on the hom-

esteads it is possible to broaden the picture with sources such as

life sketches memoirs and interviews in this chapter life

sketches of five women homesteaders in the cedar city area help in

picturing some of the types of women who homesteadhomesteadedhomesteader and a look at

lifestyles on mountain and dry land homesteads leads to a better

understanding of what the experience was like for the women who

filed land claims I1 have focused on the cedar city area because

documentation of both mountain and dry land homesteading phases is

at this point more complete than in the logan and monticello

areas though for the dry land homestead phase I1 have also drawn

from interview material from the monticello area

the information presented in chapter three indicates that

women homesteaders in utah came from various backgrounds and had

differing motives for homesteadinghome thesteading following biographical

sketches illustrate some of the differences in background and

personality of women homesteaders in the cedar city area

91
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annie alldridge thorley was single at the time she filed

her homestead entry in 1897 she was the only girl in a family of

eight boys she fit in well with her brothers and learned to ride

a horse better than they it was not unusual for her to mount her

horse by running up behind it jumping and landing astraddle

ready to ride annie was born june 2 1872 and became involved

in the familys dairying lifestyle living four or five months each

summer on their mountain dairy at the base of miners peak on cedar

mountain lehi and henrietta jones settled nearby by 1884 these

families had begun to operate one of the largest dairies in the
2

area the land on which cows and sheep grazed the two cabins

one for each family and the shared springhouse were held by

squatters rights

the joint dairying venture apparently went well for over a

decade until december 17 1897 when annie thorley paid a filing

fee of 16.001600 to enter a claim in her name on the tract the jones

and thorley families had been dairying on her reasons for filing

are essentially unknown her son says her father put her up to it
3

to increase family landholdings however annie was single at the

time she filed and tract books show that the tract remained in her

name after her marriage at the age of thirty to everard alvin

lehilehl jones interview by the author cedar city utah
october 1980 tape in possession of the author

2york F and evelyn K jones lehi willard jones 1854
1947 salt lake city woodruff printing company 1972 p 93

karlkari T cox conversation with the author cedar city
utah october 1980
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cox thus it seems more likely that annies homestead claim was

intended largely for personal use

the jones family had not been aware of annies intention

to file but her legal claim preempted their squatters rights and

they were forced to move to another area of the mountain to dairy

annies claim ended the joint dairying of the jones and thorley

families annies application was successful when two years later

on november 4 1899 she received a patent for the land annie had

apparently taken advantage of the 1880 addition to the homestead

act which allowed application of prior residence toward the five
4years residence required for proving up on the land

alice maria sherratt is another example of a single hom-

estead entrant in the cedar city area she was born december 23

1871 in cedar city utah she was an able student and reading

became a lifetime habit and a favorite way coto pass the time while

in school she was nicknamed lally but as she matured it was

shortened to lal by which she was known for the rest of her

life alice grew up in a family of four boys two sisters and an

adopted indian girl named phoebe who was one of alices closest

companions at the age of sixteen alice became deaf and never

regained any hearing even though a great deal of money and effort

was spent trying to recover it because she had no hope of hearing

again alice learned to read lips she was also known as an

excellent cook and housekeeper and was well liked

4 stayner the farmers and miners manual ppap 7 8

carter our pioneer heritage vol 18 p 212

J
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4stayner
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alices family created a dairy on cedar mountain with the

bullock and heyborne families undoubtedly during the summers

spent on the mountain she became familiar with the tract in town-

ship 37 south range 10 west that she entered in the tract entry

books on june 25 1898 at twentyseventwenty yearsseven of age three years

after she filed the land claim and when she was thirty years olds

alice met and married james A smith a veterinarian the follow

ing year on december 30 1902 she received the patent to her 160

acre claim alice retained title in her name but sold the land two

years later for 320.0032000 to the cedar sheep association the land

appears coto have provided needed cash for a new marriage and it is

probable that alice homesteaded with such a purpose in mind

other women homesteaders in the cedar city area had needs

different from annie thorleys and alice sherrettssherrattsSher whenratts they filed

tract claims when sage treharne jones filed a homestead entry in

1895 she was a widow she was born november 27 1832 in

carmarthenCar walesmarthen sage was about fifteen years old when her

family converted coto mormonism they remained in wales for a couple

of years after their conversion then in 1849 they headed to

america to settle with the rest of the saints in utah during the

journey sages mother and father died of cholera leaving sage her

sister and three brothers to make their own way A more favorable

consequence of the journey was sages acquaintance with thomas

jones also a welsh immigrant they agreed to be married when they

61bid6ibidbibid p 202

bid p 212

6

7
32000
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reached utah the agreement was fulfilled on october 28 1852

sage was nineteen on the day of her marriage the young couple

lived for a time in salt lake city and spanish fork before they

finally settled in cedar city in 1854 sage gave birth to six boys

and one girl the oldest a boy died at the age of four after

being kicked by an ox sage husband became plagued by rheuma-

tism he died of the disease on september 2 1862 leaving her

with a young family to raise the oldest a boy named lehi was
Q

eight years old

sage has been described as an independent woman

determined to give her children all the advantages that could be

9
had to support her family she took in sewing and depended on

ten acres of farmland located on the outskirts of town the

children helped with farm chores and found small jobs to perform

for other people sage and her oldest son lehi were eventually

granted a contract from the pony express to deliver mail to rural

areas of nevada she served as the postmistress and he did the

riding this lasted until about 1877 in 1885 sage was appointed

as postmistress for cedar city she was not able to write english

but her children filled in doing the necessary correspondence and

bookwork she later learned to write so she could write letters to

her son kumen who had been called by mormon church authorities coto

settle in southeastern utah

Q

jones lehi willard jones ppap 696 329

bid p 33

ibid 9 ppap 32 41 95
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sages determination to provide for her children most

likely influenced her decision to file a homestead claim in 1895

she died march 30 1897 two years after her entry and the patent

for her 160 acre claim was given to heirs five years later on

december 30 1902

some of the women land entrants in the cedar city area

were separated or divorced and found themselves in the position

where they needed to provide for a family this appears to be the

case of kate lublin alexander in about 1853 as a child of about

seven she immigrated to america with her danish jewish parents

who had converted to the mormon religion the family journeyed

from st louis to utah in a handcart company they arivedarided in salt

lake city september 13 1857 during the next seven years spring

ville salt lake city mount pleasant and gunnison were homes for

the lublinslubkinsLub theylins were among the first settlers of mount pleasant

sometime around 1864 when kate was about eighteen she left her

family who had settled permanently in gunnison and went to

southern utah there she met and married thomas murphy alexander

they lived and worked in mining camps in utah and nevada over a

period of sixteen years kate gave birth to five sons they even

duallytually settled in panguitch the marriage apparently experienced

discord because kate left her husband it appears that the

separation left her in a situation where she needed to provide for

herself and some of her family in 1894 kate entered a tract of

160 acres in the center of panguitch valley she along with three

of her sons worked on the claim and cooperated with neighbors in

fulfilling homestead requirements in the five years that it took
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to prove up kate her sons and her neighbors built seven miles of

ditch cleared cultivated and secured water rights for 40 acres

of land the patent to kates 160 acre claim was issued november 4

1899
11

another example of women who needed to support themselves

is fidelia winget demill fidelia was the second wife of oliver

demill she was born on december 18 1847 three months after her

parents arrived in salt lake city her parents settled in

springvilleSpring forville several years before they were called by church

authorities to cedar city to help strengthen the community against

indians on the journey to their new home fideliasdeliasfideliusFi father became

ill and passed away january 14 1854 two months after they had

settled in cedar city in the spring of that same year fideliafidelias

mother took her family back to the better conditions they had known

in springvilleSpring howeverville the second year there grasshoppers

destroyed all their crops and they experienced extreme hardship

they usually had very little to eat fidelia remembered picking

up every little crumb of bread that fell upon the floor and eating

it our food was very scarce and we were allowed but very little
each day 1112

fideliasfidelia education was limited due to her familyfamilys lack

of food and clothing from the time she was thirteen she worked

for her board and clothing the family later moved to manti utah

while working there she became acquainted with her husband oliver

carter our pioneer heritage vol I1 ppap 47 8

12daughters of the utah pioneers an enduring legacy
vol 2 p 58

11
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demill fidelia was sixteen and oliver was eighteen years older

than she they were married june 3 1865 she went with her

husband to live in shonesburgSho innesburg southern utah she missed her

family and was lonely while there about a year later she became

very ill and returned to her family in manti to receive medical
13treatment

after her recovery she spun yarn to pay her medical bill

and returned to live with oliver in southern utah at first she

lived with her husbands first wife and her family of eleven

children later she had her own home a one room log cabin with a

dirt roof and floor they had to work hard to make a living they

spun and wove their yardage from which they sewed and knitted all
of their own clothing including stockings fidelia did all of the

sewing for both families she also worked in the washington county
14clothing factory

fidelia was married five years before she had children

but she subsequently gave birth to seven children five girls and

two boys on february 15 1885 when fidelias youngest child was

only eleven days old oliver hid fidelia and her children in a

canyon to avoid capture by federal officers who were arresting

polygamists their shelter was a large rock that formed a roof

and they slept on the ground fidelia says that after dumping us

in this forsaken spot he oliver then went home and left us to

the mercy of the wilds the family was to stay there until the

ibid

p 59

13

14
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scare was over A neighbor woman living in the canyon a mile

below fidelias camp aided fidelia by cutting small trees and

forming a wall for their shelter which kept out the wild animals

fidelia later moved to rockvilleckvillecaville she raised one of her

granddaughters and cared for a couple of other grandchildren after

the deaths of two of her daughters sometime before 1905 fidelia

separated from her husband when his first wife died on novem

ber 30 1905 oliver asked fidelia to return to him she refused

though she did return to rockville from hurricane where she had

been living to nurse him before his death in 1908

fidelias 160 acre homestead entry filed september 4

1900 may have been intended to help her support herself after

separating from her husband she obtained legal title to the tract

in township 38 south range 10 west on december 31 1903 title to

the land remained in her name for fifteen years until she sold it
for 700.0070000 in 1918 to roswell demill roswell was probably an

in law fidelia lived in southern utah in hurricane for eleven

years and then moved coto monroe in central utah where most of her

family was living she died november 2 1931 in monroe

pearl butt and augusta hunt who homesteaded with their

husbands on dry land homesteads knew women who homesteaded on

their own the reasons they give for women entering homestead

claims also indicate that the women land entrants had varied and

ibid p 60

ibid p 61

ibid

15

ro

16

17

15

16

17

ckvillevilie
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individual reasons for homesteadinghome huntsteading claims that quite a

number of homestead claims filed by women were meant for addition

to the landholdings of a father or husband she also knew women

who attempted to make their claims produce enough to support a

family reporting similar reasons for women filing land entries

pearl butt says that women in the monticello area filed on land to
18

get a place for their children

the backgrounds of women homesteaders in the cedar city

area were diverse but the lifestyles of women living on mountain

and dry land homesteads had many things in common differences

that did occur were mainly due to technological developments that

resulted in the turn of the century dry land farm movement and the

gradual adoption of federal settlement patterns the settlement of

the cedar city area the move from usable valley lands to summer

time mountain homesteads and later to dry land homesteads which

were usually intended as fulltimefull residencestime illustrate the

gradual adoption of federal settlement ideals technological

improvements such as electricity and methods of tapping under

ground water enabled dry land homesteaders to live on farm and

make a living off land that had previously been too dry other

than these differences a closer look at the settlement of cedar

city and the lifestyle of mountain and dry land homesteads shows

that the experiences of women on both types of homesteads were

often quite similar

i 0
augusta wilcox hunt interviewed by the author februfebra

ary 24 1984 st george utah tape in the possession of the
author pearl bliss butt conversation with the author may 2

1984 monticello utah notes in the possesionpossessionpos ofsesion the author

18
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cedar city was laid out as an iron manufacturing center

the citys layout of longer blocks and shorter lots reflects the
19idea that the town was intended to be a manufacturing community

parley P pratt who headed a group sent to explore the area in

december 1849 reported that it was capable of supporting a

20
community of 50000 to 100000 inhabitants the settlers called

to carry out the iron mission arrived at center creek where

parowancarowan is now located in january 1851 in november of the same

year the company split up some remained and the others went south

to where cedar city now stands the fledgling iron industry

experienced numerous setbacks one of them being the involvement of

some of the settlers in the mountain meadows massacre in 1857 the

iron works were shut down in 1859 the failure of the iron indus

try and the shame of the massacre caused many to leave and cedar
21citys population was decreased by nearly two thirds those who

remained turned to agriculture and livestock raising became the

areas lifeblood As sheep and cattle numbers increased good

grazing and farming land became harder to find and the valley

lands became overgrazedover feargrazed of indians and the relative inacce-

ssibility of the sylvan mountain lands to the east and south of

cedar city kept the settlers out of them until 1869 with the

19 iron county centennial committee iron county centennial
p 19

20gustive 0 larson cedar city gateway to rainbow land
cedar city utah cedar city chamber of commerce 1950

ppap 9 10

21york F and evelyn K jones lehi willard jones p 17

sibi lity
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advent of better trails more settled relations with the indians

and the need for better grazing land townspeople began to move

22
intaintq the mountains during the summer months

in 1869 eliza mcconnell was the first person to caketake cows

into the mountains for the purpose of dairying within the next

two years nearly half of the townspeople sought to acquire rights
23

to mountain land by the mid 1870s mountain dairying had become

an established practice in the iron county area

marketing of butter and cheese brought cash into the

areas frontier economy these products were readily received in

the burgeoning mining camps that sprang up and flourished during
24

the 1870s and began to die away around the turn of the century

the move to the mountain in early spring wasntwasnt made until

the roads were passable and the children were out of school the

five or six months spent in the mountains dairying were the responcespon

sibilitysivilitysibi oflity the women and children fae nelson benson and mcnone

nelson state during the summers we spent at our mountain

22mcconnell pioneer dairying 11 ppap 1 2 also see
mcconnell colonizing cedar mountain special collections
southern utah state college library cedar city utah day perry
ranch it p 1 and iron county centennial p 25

23william R palmer A costly experiment p 1 william
R palmer collection special collections southern utah state
college library cedar city utah mcconnell colonizing cedar
mountain if p 2

24
william R palmer early day trading with nevada mining

camps utah historical quarterly 26 october 1958354 368
william R palmer merchandising in early utah

utah historical quarterly 29 fall
1961281 87 the most important mining camps were pioche silver
reef and delamar
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homestead mama would generally be with the girls while papa

remained in town cedar city to take care of our farms the men

would help move their families to their mountain homesteads and

return to the valley to farm they would return every few weeks

with needed supplies and pick up the cheeses and butter their

families had produced

living quarters were made of quaking aspen logs with

chinking between the logs and varied in size from one to several

rooms one of the rooms was the dairy room or milk house when

ever possible mountain homes were located near a creek or spring

in some cases the milk house was built over the spring to help keep

the milk house cool at first all the floors in the house were

dirt but later only the dairy room had a dirt floor the dairy

room floor was sprinkled with water to keep the room cool and damp

26for keeping butter milk and cheeses

work on the dairy was rigorous and usually began before

sun up in an effort to beat the flies responsibilities were

assigned according to age while the older family members milked

the younger ones had the responsibility of taking care of the

calves which had to be turned in with their mothers long enough to
27get the milk started and then taken away again the younger

children were also responsible for herding the animals

25
benson and nelson dairying on cedar mountain cora

jones stucki urie mountain dairying day perry ranch
n

day perry ranch if p 1 and mcconnell pioneer
dairying p 3

27
benson and nelson dairying on cedar mountain

25

26
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life on these homesteads taught children to take respons-

ibility and sometimes meant that parts of childhood had to be put

aside violet lunt urie who grew up spending her summers on a

mountain dairy near cedar city tells us

I1 remember going to the mountain alone with a man who was
probably a hired man or could have been a neighbor I1 took my

doll along with me when I1 arrived at the mountain cabin I1
found a place to put my doll in the cupboard and just then
someone called to tell me to tend the kids from then on I1
found thereweretherthere alwayswere to sic many kids for me to have time
for dolls

besides looking after the children violet was asked to do many

other things such as driving pigs and cows great distances and

29
doing other farm work

when cora stuckistuck was fourteen and her sister mayme was

seventeen they were put in charge of their family dairy on cedar

mountain because their mothers health was poor these two girls

along with the younger children ran the dairy during the week

30
their father came to the dairy on weekends

violet urie assures us that dairying was not all hard work

and drudgery children on mountain homesteads found time for play

there were jolly times sitting around the campfire and playing hide

and seek or run sheep run by the light of the moon after their

daily chores were done cora jones stuckstucki says that on nights

no
urie autobiography

29 ibid
30 cora jones stucki 11 p 2 coras mother was mary ann

wilsons daughter see appendix A

daltonDaldai historytorntorttonn of the iron county mission ppap 380 81

31

28
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when she and her brothers and sisters did not have anything to do

they would sit on the fence of the corral and each choose a cow

when our cow laid down then we could go in and go to bed some

32
times it seemed that the cow we picked would never lay down

the teenage girls were mainly responsible for the milking

if a family did not have girls the right age then relatives or

girls from the community were hired each girl milked the same

cows at each milking A good dairy maid averaged between ten and

fifteen cows at one milking but the really good ones handled
33

around twentyfivetwenty cowsfive per milking

the average dairy milked fifteen to thirty cows while the
34largest milked around seventyfiveseventy orfive eighty many of the cows

were range cows and only produced a few quarts of milk at each

milking the first cows in the cedar city area were red durhams

these cattle were crossbred with cattle that were taken from the

members of the fancher company who were killed in the 1857 mountain

meadows massacre fancher cattle were reported as being dark red

with wild popping black eyes very skittish and difficult to

domesticate and not good milk producers either holsteins were

32 cora jones stucki to ppap 232

mcconnell

3

pioneer dairying p 4 day perry ranch
p 1

34 mcconnell pioneer dairying p 4 mcconnell
colonizing cedar mountain p 3

andgo
1132

33
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interviewed by the author march 1981 cedar city utah tape in
possession of the author

0
mcconnell pioneer dairying ppap 5 7 also see day

perry ranch ppap 4 7 benson and nelson dairying on cedar
mountain if ppap 1 2 urie mountain dairying
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not introduced in the area until 1866 it took two bilkingsmilkingsmil tokings

fill the milk tub with enough to make one cheese

the mother was not only responsible for the daily tasks of

caring for her children but she was also responsible for producing

butter and cheese most often cheese and butter were made on

alternate days except for sundays gladys mcconnell gives an

excellent account of how these home dairies produced cheese in
0

pioneer dairying women on mountain dairies had to do a lot of

innovating to produce cheese and butter they had to produce their

own rennet make their own tubs and presses as well as devise

their own methods of determining the proper temperature for the

milk during the various stages of production the usual thermomether

ter

mome

was an elbow dipped in the milk between the various stages of

production it was common to prepare and serve meals and take care
37

of other household duties

A summers work usually produced sixty to seventy five
oo00

cheeses that weighed from 30 to 40 pounds each the value of one

35
mcconnell pioneer dairying

p I11

37
mcconnell pioneer dairying p 7 mcconnell

colonizing cedar mountain p 3 rennet was made by allowing a
six week old calf to suck on its mother about an hour later the
calf was killed and the contents of its stomach removed and stored
in a pigs bladder half of the rennet was used in making each
cheese whey replaced the rennet that had been removed by this
process each dairy usually had enough rennet to last all summer

QQ

mcconnell pioneer dairying p 7 urie mountain
dairying p 1

35

butterwere

1136

summers
38 valueof
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cheese is indicated by mary ann adams intention to give clarisa

smith williams her prize winning cheese to pay for her board and

room in addition to the cheeses that were produced during the

summer two or three 10gallon10 kegswegsgallon of butter weighing 85 pounds

each were produced along with numerous smaller crocks that had been

39
taken to town throughout the summer to trade for needed supplies

40the sale of dairy products really paid off it often
41provided the only ready cash a family had even though cheese

sold for just 14 cents per pound and butter for 20 to 25 cents per

pound many dairying women bought their first iron stoves with the

42proceeds that came from the sale of these products dairy money

43also went toward building up homes farms and animal herds

during one summer eliza mcconnell who first dookcooktook cows for the

purpose of dairying into the mountains by cedar city earned

400.0040000 which helped build her familys first brick home in

addition to cash income each dairy raised a crop of calves

fattened several pigs for their winter meat supply on whey

buttermilk and acorns and brought the cows down from the mountain

44
in good condition to winter in the valley

39dalton history of the iron county mission p 381 and
mcconnell pioneer dairying p 7

40mcconnell pioneer dairying p 7

41 ibid also see palmer early day trading with the
nevada mining camps

p 8

43dalton history of the iron county mission p 384

44mcconnell pioneer dairying p 8
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during the months on the dairy the responsibility for the

familys welfarewelfar fell upon the mother not only was there the

possibility of accident and disease but indians and wild animals

were a constant threat indians often visited the wood ranch

several miles up cedar canyon to get biscuits and buttermilk on

one occasion mrs wood had given the indians all she could spare

and still they demanded more fearful but brave she loosened her

false teeth and let them slip out between her lips the indians
45left quickly proclaiming her to be a woman of god

henrietta jones spent one sleepless night on her cedar

mountain dairy knowing that a bear was under the porch where three

of her boys were sleeping the bear spent the whole night eating

on a young heifer from her dairy herd because she remained calm

none of the boys knew that the bear had been there until they found

46
the remains of the heifer the next morning

dairy homesteads were not totally isolated and hom-

esteaders near one another provided help when it was needed in

many situations the doctoring skills acquired by eliza mcconnell

and others were called upon such an instance was when violet urie

fell from a horse and was badly hurt while on cedar mountain her

parents took her to eliza mcconnell for attention violet

remembered the experience well she says

45
rhoda M wood cedar citys cattle industry in the late

1800s and early 1900 special collections southern utah state
college library cedar city utah

46henry W jones interviewed by the author september
1978 cedar city utah tape in possession of the author

e
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I1 would be most annoyed at the attention she was giving me

and I1 would say all right
I1 dont know if what she did cured me or if it were that

I1 wanted to get away from her that made me well enough to go
home47

not all accidents turned out as happily as violet uries
sarah stapleystapleysstaplers child died when the child fell from a tree

caroline schopmannsSchop youngmanns daughter died from poisoning she

received from sucking nectar from mountain wildflowerswild Aflowers smith

child drowned in the creek near the smith cabin an eight year old

was kicked to death by a horse annie cox smith was killed on a

mountain dugway when the brake block on her wagon broke and the
AQ

wagon rolled off the road kate jones died while in childbirth

in many respects the mountain homesteaders were not

isolated many lived close enough that it became customary to

visit back and forth between chores and milkingsbilkingsmil thekings joe perry

heber perry hyrum perry and george perry families lived within a

few hundred yards of one another on cedar mountain on several

afternoons during the summer the women would get together coto read

do needle work visit other homesteads or pick wild gooseberries
49

and raspberries before the evening milking this support system

and the business of making cheese and butter helped alleviate

loneliness

47
urie autobiography

ppap 3 4
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mrs mcconnell was sort of a nurse she had me sleep with
her in a big bed I1 had to stay with her for three or four
days I1 was extremely glad to get back home

she would ask me how do you feel

48mcconnell colonizing cedar mountain p 6 and urie
autobiography

49
day perry ranch

48
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aside from casual visiting people dairying on cedar

mountain gathered for church meetings dances and celebrated

holidays at a couple of areas on the mountain at one spot

twenty three families gathered to hold sunday school meetings for

several years cedar citys 24th of july celebrations were held on

the mountain

mountain dairying in the cedar city area lasted for nearly

half a century from the mid 1870s to the 1920s As the mountain

land was claimed those who hoped to homestead had to look else

where technological developments and the dry land farm movement

led people onto lands that previously had not been a viable choice

As a result dry land homesteading became prominent during the

second decade of the twentieth century pearl butt says that she

and her husband homesteaded east of monticello because they were

rural people used to the lifestyle and needed a home encourage

ment by LDS general authorities to stay in the town and farm

outlying areas had to be disregarded because good farming land

close enough to commute to and from town was not available

augusta hunt and her husband homesteaded sixteen miles north of

enterprise utah because they wanted to raise their children on a

farm maud moyle homesteaded in the escalante valley in south

western utah with her husband because his patriarchal blessing

mentioned land and he interpreted the reference to become involved

in the new castle reclamation companyscompanasComp effortanys to reclaim the

thelma jones conversation with the author september
1978 cedar city utah cora jones stucki p 2 day perry
ranch

50

50
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escalante desert etna schafer and her husband ben came from

texas to southeastern utah in about 1930 because many of their

neighbors were coming at the same time etna says they chose to

homestead because we had lots of air castles we were

going out to buy us a farm but we never could get us that much

money ahead we decided we were going to have to go someplace

where we could file on land to get a farm utah was the only
52place they knew of where they could do that

much like women on mountain homesteads dry farm women

usually lived in primitive conditions houses were usually a

typical oneroomone frameroom house with a lean to or a tworoomtwo

53

room

basement etna schafer and her husband moved into the home that

already stood on their southeastern utah claim it was a two room

house with no windows etna says that somebody had moved and

taken all the floor boards off the floor so we just put windows in
54

and fixed one room where we lived

the first homes were even more primitive etta bartons

parents homesteaded in southeastern utah in 1916 they lived in a

butt conversation hunt interview georgia moyle
maud austin moyle unpublished paper provided by georgia moyle

enterprise utah paper in possession of the author
52etna schafer oral history interview by frank W fox

july 20 1973 monticello utah ppap 3 4 southeastern utah oral
history project charles redd center for western studies brigham
young university provo utah utah state historical society and
city of monticello hereinafter CRC for western studies

hunt interview maud austin moyle colonization of the
desert william R palmer collection special collections
southern utah state college cedar city utah

54
schafer oral history p 6

51
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tent during the summer while her father built a log house in which

he filled the cracks with mud etta described their difficult

winter winter came and before winter was gone a lot of those

chinks didnt have any mud in them all in the world we had to

keep us warm was a fireplace and a cook stove

it took time for conditions coto improve augusta huntshuns
home did not have electricity until 1944 ironing was done by

heating irons on her woodburningwood stoveburning lights were kerosene meat

had to be bottled and milk and other perishable items were kept in

a cellar

the comfort of the home was usually secondary to the needs

of the farm the hunts did not have a bathroom in their house

until 1958 because the well pump they had was not good enough to

pump water into the house instead of a house with a bath we had a

house with a path etna schafer lined the walls of her log

cabin home with pasteboard boxes and papered them with cement

sacks she filled in the cracks with mud water had to be

hauled from the well for drinking washing bathing laundering

and watering the garden the hunts had to haul water from farther

away because the water from the well on their place contained so
CQ

much mineral residue it was too bad to even wash clothes in

etta barton oral history interview by thomas G

alexander july 20 1973 monticello utah p 11 CRC for western
studies

hunt interview

schafer oral history p 10

CO

hunt interview moyle maud austin moyle butt
conversation
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unlike mountain homesteads which were usually located by

a spring water was always a consideration on dry farm homesteads

dry land homesteaders often had to haul water from up to several

miles away when clement johnson was away from his southeastern

utah homestead his wife and son hauled water for the milk cows and

house use from four miles away after a time a well was dug but
59

water still had to be carried uphill to the house etna schafer

who homesteaded with her husband in southeastern utah had to go to

a spring a mile away to get water she says it would take us a

whole day to haul water to last a week maud austin moyle a

homesteader with her husband in southwestern utah hauled water

pumped from the well for washing dishes bathing drinking and

A 61laundry

water was a critical element that often determined the

success of dry land homesteads the moyles experience indicates

the importance of water they moved onto the escalante desert in

1913 expecting to get water from a dam at grass valley the

reservoir did not hold water due to its volcanic rock base many

of the families that came into the area at the same time were

forced to leave the moyles were able to get water from the

enterprise reservoir even though it was an undependable source of

water they managed to get their land under cultivation and raised

59
clement johnson oral history interview by richard

swanson july 23 1973 monticello utah p 9 CRC for western
studies

schafer oral history p 6

moyle maud austin moyle
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a good crop of hay when electricity was brought to the area in

the 1940s more people came into the area before then home

steadersstendersste inaders the area were dependent on windmills diesel engines
r

and even car motors to obtain water from wells

another factor which often determined success on dry land

farms was familiarity with the area beginning in 1925 the hunts

spent five summers on their homestead sixteen miles north of

enterprise utah before they proved up they bought the claim

from her husbandhusbands aunt a widow who had started homesteading to

make a living for her children she had only managed to make a few

improvements one of which was drilling a well with bad water

before she became discouraged and sold her claim the hunts bought

the claim because they were familiar with the land likewise in

1913 the butts purchased their claim sixteen miles east of monti

cello by paying the old man who lived there 300 for his squatterssquatter

rights herman butt was familiar with the property from his

cowpunchingpunchingcow days and knew there was a good spring on the tract

the butts squatted on the land until the area was opened for entry

by the government the butts knew thatchat their choice of land was

not the best but the tract had good water and water was

essentialessentia

the moyles hunts butts and schafers were successful

homesteaders each woman reported that in each of the

r fj

ibid moyle colonizing the desert hunt interview
i
hunt interview butt conversation pearl bliss butt

oral history interview by jessie embrey july 19 1973
monticello utah p 10 CRC for western studies
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areas southwestern utah and southeastern utah many people came

and went etna schafer was impressed that quite a few

neighbors moved out of the area just before we got there when

she and her husband arrived from texas they thought there was a

rush for land and quickly took over a tract she felt that if they

had lived in the area for a time before they selected they would

have gotten a homestead closer to town and with less timber to
64clear pearl butt claims that she and her husband were success

ful because they were familiar with the lifestyle and familiar with

the land people came into the area hunting homes these people

found they couldnt make a living and the butts and other people

bought their land as they left in this manner the butts increased

their acreage by about 1000 acres though the schafers werent

familiar with the area they were familiar with the lifestyle

both of their parents had homesteaded in texas in the early

1900s 66

technology was also crucial in the success of a dry land

homestead tractors aided in clearing and plowing the soil and

harvesting crops and diesel engines and electricity pumped water

necessary for irrigation however even with technology women on

dry land homesteads much like women on mountain homesteads were

important as an extra hand to run equipment to takecake on necessary

jobs or to run an isolated household that was basically

0

schafer oral history p 6

64 butt conversation
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self sufficient augusta hunt says thacchatthatchac mostly she looked after

her thirteen children but through the years she did almost every

job on the place at one time she did all of the irrigating on the

three farms she and her husband eventually acquired she ran the

tractor for every job except ditching she says she never could get

the hand of running the ditcher she ran the bailer and the

mowing machine and did the plowing maud moyle assisted in clear

ing the land on their homestead and pearl butt helped her husband

hand grub fifteen acres of their claim with a hoe and was involved

in burning the brush when burning the brush pearl would put her

baby coto bed in a wagon out in the fieldleid however most of the time

pearl says she did not help in the fields much thressa lewis

frost who homesteaded with her husband twelve miles outside of

monticello states we all had work that was the main object

at times my husband would have to leave home to go away to work and

interaction with the environment appears to have been

harder on dry land homesteads than on mountain homesteads in dry

land areas cultivation of the land and drought sometimes combined

to make living conditions even harder maud moyle experienced some

terrible dust storms in the escalante desert area she says when

hunt interview moyle maud austin moyle butt
conversation and butt oral history ppap 10 11

r Q

thressa lewis frost oral history interview by jessie
embrey july 23 1973 monticello utah p 6 CRC for western
studies
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the land was broken up the wind swept it in dense clouds over us

we lived in a two room basement and I1 have taken a tubful of dust

out after one storm on another occasion she and her husband had

to crawl on their hands and knees through a dust storm to get to

her sick brother it was the only way they could trace the road

when it came time to give birth plans were made to go

into town for the delivery augusta hunt went into enterprise

where midwife aunt mary holt assisted her births in a private

home augustas last baby was born in the iron county hospital in

cedar city pearl butt was delivered by a midwife but when it
came time for her children to be born she went back to moab her

hometownhome twotown of her three children were born there the third was

to have been born in moab but came early and was born on the

homestead at the time the butts were hard up for cash one week

before the baby was due pearl convinced her husband to make a

freighting trip to colorado to get cash alone on the homestead

pearl found that the baby was not going to wait for her husbands

return she walked one mile to an old bachelor neighbors place to

ask him to go for help she found him feeding his pigs when she

coidcoldtold him her situation his eyes got big he threw down his buckets

and without a word started running for help remembering pearl he

turned and asked can you make it home she replied that she had

made it there and imagined she could make it back the mother of a

moyle colonization of the desert moyle maud austin
moyle
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neighbor was visiting the area and had experience delivering

babies she assisted pearl and all went well

As on mountain homesteads dry land homesteaders often had

to depend on their own or a neighborneighbors knowhowknow inhow times of

sickness because trained medical help was usually too far away

because there were no doctors in the horsehead area of southeastern

utah where clement johnson homesteadhomesteadedhomesteader he was asked to drive his

model T car to get the nurse who lived in boulder utah or to

drive to dove creek colorado to get the doctor while waiting

for clement to come back with the doctor or nurse clements wife

would stay and care for the person who was sick when pearl

butts son was sick during the flu epidemic of 1918 the county

nurse would not come because she was afraid of catching the flu

pearl tended him and bathed him through fourteen days of sickness

from which he finally recovered pearl nursed her brother in law

and his family through the flu but when she and a girl staying

with her became ill they spent only a couple of days in bed before
72they were back to work of the lack of doctors thressa lewis

frost says we didnt have any doctors here monticello for years

so we just learned to cope with things if the kids got a cold

you just tried everything on them until it finally broke up

p 11
hunt interview butt conversation butt oral history

johnson oral history p 4

72 butt oral history ppap 11 12

frost oral history p 8
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neighbors on dry land homesteads usually lived farther

away than on mountain homesteads the butts neighbors were scat

teredcered because of the lack of water in the area and their nearest

neighbors were two miles away pearl claims she did not experience

much loneliness because her childhood experience on a homestead

adapted her to the circumstances several families used the water

from their well so she was able to see about one family a week

74
when they came for water

distance hard work and rough traveling conditions made

socializing difficult but dry land homesteaders often developed a

sense of community similar to mountain homesteaders church groups

relatives who moved into the area the telephone and womens clubs

helped homesteaders to keep in contact and to ease the loneliness

that many felt on holidays the butts went into monticello where

pearls husbands family lived the hunts and the moyles went into

enterprise for sunday church services and to visit family members

As more people moved into the area maud moyle helped in establish

ing the escalante valley womens club that involved women from all

of the religious denominations in the area to keep them from

losing their minds the club raised funds for community projects

contributed to the community center building put on art exhibits

and helped with the boy scouts and little league baseball

74 butt conversation

butt conversation hunt interview moyle maud austin
moyle
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the first schoolhouse for homesteaders in eastern san juan

county was built in 1920 and served as a community center as well

as a meeting place for any denomination that desired to have

services pearl butt says that an old fellow called coalbedalbedCo

played the fiddle for most of the dances in the area he never

played a recognizable tune but he kept time occasionally they

had hillbilly music for their dances in the early 1920s a card

club was organized in 1921 an interstate womens club met once

every month people involved were from utah and colorado when

they met they quilted had a study session or had a musical

program with different individuals playing their instruments

pearl estimates there were as many as forty women involved though

they were never all present at the same meeting settlers in

eastern san juan county homesteads who were members of the mormon

faith met in lockerby for church services clement johnson says

we had quite a bunch of us go in there we would drive

teams in six or seven miles every sunday people in the area got

together at different places two or three times a month for dances

or playing cards on easter everyone would get together for a

feast and horse riding contest

community support was seen in more than socials and church

meetings in times of need sickness and death neighbors were

very helpful one of pearl butts neighbors took care of pearls

children for eight weeks while pearls husband was in the hospital

76
butt conversation

johnson oral history p 3
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in cortez colorado on monticello homesteads when someone died

the women laid out the dead and lined the casket and the men dug

the grave and made the casket there were other occasions when

neighbors were helpful pearl butts husband occasionally loaned

cows to people while they were getting established in the area and

pearl helped deliver a couple of babies etna schafer had two

bachelors for neighbors when ben her husband was away hunting or

working the bachelors would ride by to see that etna and her

children were all right at other times they would help take care

of the children and assist in preparing meals at harvest time

homesteaders in the monticello area exchanged labor so that little
money had to be paid out to get crops harvested settlers in the

escalante valley worked together to clear and cultivate one

78
anotheranothers s land

the responsibilities given to children apparently varied

according coto the family pearl butts oldest daughter worked in

the house her boy helped with the chores beginning at nine years

of age the youngest girl milked cows fed the chickens helped

outdoors and rode horses because she did not want to work in the

house in the hunt household the nine boys made a full crew that

helped in the fields the four girls worked in the house milked

the cows and cared for the chickens sorting potatoes was a big

job and at age three or four the children were expected to help

7q
butt conversation schafer oral history p 6 moyle

maud austin moyle 1
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79with it As children growing up on their parents homestead

pearl butt and her sister had the job of thinning the cane pearl

says we wore sunbonnets and the gnats got under them and nearly

set us wild if we pushed our bonnets back father would say ou

get your bonentsbolents on 1 when it was stormy weather her father would

come into the house while they sewed rag rugs and carpets pearls

mother also pieced quilts and by the time pearl was nine years old
QQ80

she had pieced her own quilt

consideration for the schooling of the children led some

people to move from their homesteads into town or to make other

arrangements in about 1936 the schafers moved into monticello

after they learned there was not going to be a school near their

farm at south canyon point thressa lewis frost and her family

lived on their homestead during the summer but moved into town
Q 1

during the winters after the children started school some areas

were luckier as far as education facilities A oneroomone schoolroom

house was built in 1922 at ginger hill in southeastern utah

clement johnsonjohnsons children walked three miles each day to attend

school there at various times the family housed the school

teacher later a school was built at horsehead where the children

could attend the grades up to high school when the johnson

children became old enough to attend high school various arrange

ments were made for continuing the childrenchildrens education one

79
butt conversation hunt interview
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daughter lived with her grandparents in ferron utah while she

attended junior high and high school after finishing grade

school while living on the ranch three other children lived in

monticello by themselves while they attended their first year of

high school after that first year they refused to attend any more

82
school unless their parents moved into town which they did

maud moyle moved from the escalante desert to salt lake city which

was nearly 300 miles away with her two boys during the winter

while they attended school for maud the move helped break some

of the sad lonesome and long winters later maud and her

youngest son rented part of a home in enterprise for a couple of
Q 0

years while he attended high school

lifestyles on mountain homesteads and dry land homesteads

were similar living conditions and houses were relatively primi

tive in times of sickness or childbirth homesteaders on mountain

and dry land homesteads often depended on their own or a neighborneighbors

knowledge of medicine or midwifery though neighbors were often

some distance away usually more so on dry land homesteads

socializing and community spirit for both mountain and dry land

homesteaders were maintained by holiday get getherstogethersto dances

church meetings and clubs women on both types of homesteads had

great responsibilities doing farm work caring for children and

running the homestead while a husband was away working responsiresponseRes

bilitieswilitiesbili

ponsi

ofties women who ran dairies on cedar mountain while husbands

82 johnson oral history ppap 2 3
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and fathers were away farming were probably more standardized than

responsibilities of women on dry land farms which appear to have

varied accordingacco tordingarding the situation of each family likewise the

responsibilities of children on dry land homesteads appear to have

varied more than those of children on cedar mountain homesteads

because dry land homesteads raised a larger variety of crops and

livestock while mountain homesteads in the cedar city area were

virtually all for dairying A concern dry land homesteaders had

that homesteaders on cedar mountain do not appear to have had was

how to get their children educated mountain homesteaders in the

cedar city area moved back to town during the fall and winter

because snowfall and distance from town made it impossible to live

there during those months during these months their children

attended school on the other hand dry land homesteaders often

intended their homestead to be their primary residence lack of

available education for their children accounts for many dry land

homesteaders moving from their farms into town or giving up their

homesteads altogether

the most sianificantsignificant experiences of homesteading were

common to all women the picture created by life sketches

memoirs and interviews suggests that the lifestyle of utah women

homesteaders on mountain dairies or dry farms varied only in

respect to environment and technology given such differences

other areas of the experience such as living conditions sacri

ficescices and association among homesteaders were shared by most

women homesteaders the picture presented in this chapter also

indicates that the greatest variation in the experience was

0 f
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probably the women themselves they had different backgrounds

needs hopes and personalities homesteading was an important

avenue for women to meet their various needs and aspirations such

as supporting a family adding to family resources adventure or

entrepreneurship filing a land claim was a logical path for many

of utahs women because it often suited their backgrounds many

had been directly involved in the settlement of utahs lands or had

grown up in families that lived off the land also most women

land entrants had the support of family and friends which made

homesteading a feasible choice for meeting individual needs

women in utah shared the experience of homesteading with

women on other frontiers the environment in utah was no more

limiting to the participation of women in the homestead movement

than it was in other areas of the west the percentage of land

claims filed by utah women is similar to other frontiers

investigation of how women in utah used national homestead

laws reveals a great deal about the lives of women that otherwise

might go unnoticed the record of their participation in the

homestead movement is valuable because it broadens our knowledge of

the lives of women in utah and in the west
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APPENDIX A

FEMALE LAND ENTRANTS FROM TOWNSHIPS SURVEYED

IN THE CEDAR CITY AREA

NAME

ALEXANDER kate
ANDERSON louisa
ATKIN luella
BARTON daisy L

BAUER alouise
BAUER leah jane
BULLOCH alice B

BURTON ada L

CHAFFIN ellen J
CHATTERLY sarah ellen
CORRY francell
CORRY lettitia
COS LETT agnes
DALLEY lenora caroline
DALTON luella
DAVIS minnie J
demill fidelia
EAVES alva C

EDDARDS ada
FARROW mar ie
FIFE kate R

GOWER martha ann
GOWER mary
HAIGHT caroline eliza
HAIGHT harriet
HALLMAN josephine A H

HAMILTON ann
HATCH ameltiameltia
HENRIE clara A

HEYBORNE eunice
HEY BORNE mary ann L

HIGBEE sara A

DATE OF

ENTRY

1894
1906
1906

ND

1889
1893
1895
1914
1895
1890
1915
1892
1909
1904
1906
1900
1900

ND

1896
1912
1895
1896
1913
1903
1901
1898
1899
1882
1888
1907
1896
1897 &

1909

AGE AT

FILING

47

58
22
46

39
26
43
48
26
21
17

53

20

70
43
21

40

25
45

MARITAL
STATUS

married

FHOH

married
plural
single
married
single
married
plural
single
single
single

plural

married
single

FHOH

married
single
single
FHOH

married

single
married
plural

ND no date
FHOH female head of household
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APPENDIX A continued

NAME

HOUSTON sarah A

HUNTER euphainiaEuph
JONES

ainia
caroline R

JONES irene
JONES maurie
JONES sage T

LEIGH amy W

LEIGH mary J
mcconnell elizabeth
macfarlane eliza A

mackleprangMACKLE margaretPRANG

mackleprangMACKLE maryPRANG E

MARSHALL emma

MILLER rebecca A

MITCHELL jolia F
MORTENSEN cora L

MORTENSEN louisa
NELSON stella
NORTON amanda
PARRY elizabeth
PARRY evelyn C

PERKINS naomi
PERRY clara
PERRY lauretta
PERRY louisa L

PENDLETON anna
PROCTOR martha
RIDING mary ellen
ROSENBERG charlotte
ROSENBERG roselia may
shakespeare maria D

SHERRATT alice M

SHERRATT barbara
shepperson eliza
STAPLEY jane
STEVENS eliza R

STUBBSSTUBBSI E fannie
STUMP nellie T

TAIT sarah B

THORLEY annie A

WALKER betsey A

WEBSTER ann elizabeth

DATE OF

ENTRY

1911
1902
1896
1912
1912
1895
1896
1902
1896
1898
1894
1897
1894
1912
1911
1912
1895
1913
1893
1893
1906
1898
1902
1919
1896
1896
1893
1893
1896
1896
1892
1898
1896
1896
1896
1912
1911

ND

1894
1897
1898
1895

AGE AT

FILING

51
25
35

62
40
25

22

25

46

22
25

28
38
19

30
26
31
27
21

34

26

26
20
64

MARITAL
STATUS

plural
single
FHOH

single
single
FHOH

married
single

single
plural
single

married

FHOH

single

single
single

married
plural
married
married
married
married
married
single
married

married
married
married
FHOH

single
single
single
plural
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APPENDIX A continued

NAME

WEBSTERWEBSTERI florence W

WILLIAMS aurelia
WILSON mary ann
WOOD elizabeth A

DATE OF

ENTRY

1896
1894
1894

ND

AGE AT

FILING

26

60

MARITAL
STATUS

married

pluralplura

SUMMARY

marital slatusstatus

married
female heads of household
single
plural
unidentified

TOTAL

number

21
7

22
9

H
78

L

woody

status

19
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SOURCES CONSULTED

books

alder douglas D ed cache valley essay on the past and
people logan utah utah state university press 1976

alexander thomas G A clash of interests interior department
and mountain west 1863 96 provo utah brigham young
university press 1977

arrington leonard J great basin kingdom an economic history
of the latterdaylatter saintsday 1830 1900 lincoln and london
university of nebraska press 1966

basch norma in the eyes of the law women marriage and
propertyProper in nineteenthcenturynineteenth newcentury york ithaca cornell
university press 1982

bushman claudia L ed mormon sisters salt lake city olympus
publishing co 1976

carter kate B comp our pioneer heritage 20 vols salsaltsaitsai lake
city utah daughters of the utah pioneers 1958771958

clawson

77

marion and held burnell the federal laws their use
and management baltimore the johns hopkins press 1957

dalton luella adams comp history of the iron county mission and
parowancarowan the mother town no place publisher or publishing
date

daughters of the utah pioneers an enduring legacy 7 vols salt
lake city utah printing co 19781984

francaviglia richard V the mormon landscape existence
creation and perception of a unique image in the american
west new york AMS press inc 1978

friedman lawrence W A history ofof american law new york
simon and schuster 1973

gallaher ruth A legal and political status of women in iowa an
historical account of the rights of women in iowa from 1838 to
1918 iowa city iowa the state historical society of iowa
1918
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1978 1984
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gates paul W history of public land law development washing
ton DC written for the public land law review commission
1968

hibbard benjamin H public land policies university of wisconbiscon
sin press 1965

index to heart throbs of the west vols 1 7 indexed by beth
oyler salt lake city public library 1948

index to heart throbs of the west vols 8 12 indexed by beth
oyler salt lake city public library 1950

iron county centennial committee iron county centennial 1851-
1951 cedar city utah iron county centennial committee no
date of publication

jackson richard H
5 comp images of the west elements of the

mormon landscape provo utah brigham young university
geography department 1976

jeffrey julie roy frontier women the trans mississippi west
1840 1880 new york hill and wang 1979

jones york F and evelyn K lehi willard jones 185419471854 salt1947
lake city woodruff printing company 1972

kolodny annette the lay of the land metaphor as experience
and history in american life and letters chapel hill the
university of north carolina press 1975

larson gustive 0 cedar city gateway to rainbow land cedar
city utah cedar city chamber of commerce 1950

myres sandra L westering women and the frontier experience 1800
1915 albuquerque university of new mexico press 1982

nash roderick wilderness and the american mind rev ed new

haven and london yale university press 1973

nelson lowry the mormon village A pattern and technique of
land settlement salt lake city university of utah press
1952

okin susan moller women in western political thought prince
ton new jersey princeton university press 1979

perkins cornelia adams nielson marian gardner and jones lenora
butt saga of san juan 2nd ed san juan county daughters of
utah pioneers 1968

f
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peterson charles S look to the mountains southeastern utah and
the la sal national forest provo utah brigham young
university press 1975

poll richard D gen ed utahs history provo utah brigham
young university press 1978

richey elinor eminent women of the west berkeley california
howellnorthhowell booksnorth 1975

robbins roy M our landed heritage lincoln nebraska univer
sity of nebraska press 1976

smith henry nash virgin land the american west as symbol and
myth new york vintage books 1950

stayner charles W farmers and minerminers manual salt lake city
stayner and simmons land agents and attorneys 1883

stratton joanna pioneer women voices from the kansas frontier
introduction by arthur M schlesinger jr new york simon
and schuster 1981

sutton wain ed utah A centennial history new york lewis
historical publishing co inc 1949

tanner mary jane mount A fragment the autobiography of mary
jane mount tanner salt lake city tanner trust fund 1980

wahlquist wayne ed atlas of utah provo utah brigham young
university press 1981

documents and government publications

bureau of land management facts and figures 1984

cedar ward parowancarowan stake relief society minutes 1877 1903
church historical department church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city utah

compiled laws of utah 1876 salt lake city deseret news printing
establishment 1876

compiled laws of utah 1907 salt lake city skelton publishing
co 1908

genealogical society family group sheets patrons section
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

general land office circular the manner of proceeding to obtain
title to public lands under the preemption homestead and
other laws washington government printing office 1884

his

S y

hist
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land claims file bureau of land management salt lake city utah

minutes of the school of the prophets held in parowancarowan 1868 1872
copied by brigham young university library 1956

survey notebooks bureau of land management salt lake city utah

united states federal census iron countycountz 1880 genealogical
society film number 1255336 church of jesus christ of
latterday saints

united states statutes at large vol 24 december 1885 march
1887

US general land office suggestions to homesteaders and persons
desiring to make homestead entries washington DC govern
ment printing office 1906

utah house journal 1882 salt lake city

utah territorial legislative assembly journal 1872 salt lake
city daily tribune job offices 1872

utah tract entry books bureau of land management salt lake city
utah

interviews and memoirs

barton etta oral history interview by thomas G alexander
july 20 1973 monticello utah southeastern utah oral
history project charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university provo utah utah state historical
society

benson fae nelson and nelson mcnone dairying on cedar moun

tain special collections southern utah state college
cedar city utah

butt pearl bliss conversation with jill thorley warnick may 2

1984 monticello utah

oral history interview by jessie embrey july 19

1973 monticello utah southeastern utah oral history
project charles redd center for western studies brigham young
university provo utah utah state historical society

cora jones stucki life sketch cedar city public library
cedar city utah

cox karl T conversation with jill thorley warnick october 1980
cedar city utah

latter day

la
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day arvilla H dairying at the joseph M perry ranch if cedar
city public library cedar city utah

frost thressa lewis oral history interview by jessie embrey
july 23 1973 monticello utah southeastern utah oral
history project charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university provo utah utah state historical
society

hunt augusta wilcox interview by jill thorley warnick
february 24 1984 st george utah

johnson clement oral history interview by richard swanson
july 23 1973 monticello utah southeastern utah oral
history project charles redd center for western studies
brigham young university provo utah utah state historical
society

jones henry W interview by jill thorley warnick september 1978
cedar city utah

jones lehi interview by jill thorley warnick october 1980
cedar city utah

jones thelma conversation with jill thorley warnick september
1978 cedar city utah

mcconnell gladys colonizing cedar mountain special colleccallec
eionstions southern utah state college cedar city utah

pioneer dairying special collections southern utah
state college cedar city utah

maughan mary ann weston journal utah state university
logan utah joel E ricks collection of transcripts
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WOMEN homesteaders IN UTAH 1869 1934

jill thorley warnick

department of history

MA degree december 1985

ABSTRACT

social political and economic developments in
nineteenth century utah combined to create an environment in which
women in utah could participate in the homestead movement utah
tract books show that a significant percentage of land claims were
filed by women tract records surveyed in three areas of the
state cedar city logan and monticello reveal 12.9129 percent 12.5125
percent and 9.999 percent respectively of the total entries were
made by women the statistical profile of utahs women home

steadersstendersste doesaders not vary greatly from that of women on other
frontiers women homesteaders in utah had varied and individual
reasons for becoming involved in homesteadinghome andsteading they evidently
exercised control over the land they patented sources such as
life sketches memoirs and interviews indicate that although women
homesteaders had different backgrounds and needs which led them to
participate in the homestead movement they shared many common
experiences
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